THE POWER OF UNREASON: THE NCLC AND THE FAR RIGHT FROM ATLANTIS TO MOSCOW

INTRODUCTION: This series of FactNet posts covers a range of LaRouche Organization ties to the far right both in Europe and the United States. The first few posts look at some of the ideological links to past anti-Semite thinkers in Germany. The next set of exchanges explores the NCLC’s ties to a leading Japanese promoter of the Protocols of the Elders of Zion. The FactNet discussion then turns to the NCLC’s own weird endorsement of theories about Atlantis and the far right belief in Atlantis as well as LaRouche’s various kooky views on such matters and his embrace of some of the ideas of Barry Fell.

In the second half of the FactNet posts, we bid adieu to the Black Forest and the misty shores of Atlantis and focus in on the LC’s ties to Roy Frankhouser, a leading KKK member and neo-Nazi who began working openly with the NCLC in the mid-1970s. The section on Frankhouser can also be read as a supplement to the chapters in the “New Study” posted on LaRouche Planet (entitled “Unity Now” and “The Frankhouser File.” (As for Frankhouser’s role in the 1980s, see Dennis King’s book Lyndon LaRouche and the New American Fascism.).

Finally we conclude with three appendices. The first examines the LaRouche group’s connections in Sweden. The second gives a detailed description of one mysterious “E to L Memo” exchange between LaRouche and an unknown source. In Lyndon LaRouche and the New American Fascism, Dennis King discusses the “E to L Memo” and speculates on the possible author “E” but here is the actual text of one such exchange. The third and final appendix mentions the curious way some of the NCLC’s anti-Semitic and conspiratorial ideas echoed ideas in the Soviet Union in the late 1970s.

At times there is also some mention in the exchanges of the group Diagnosen Velag/CODE and its leader Ekkehard Franke-Gricksch. Because this is such an involved discussion, the reader is recommended to look at the separate LaRouche Planet section exclusively devoted to this special topic.

LAROUCHE AND THE GERMAN RIGHT

Herr LaRouche’s Revolution in Science?

Leaving the exotic Orient for more Eurocentric climes, let’s now talk about the number one topic sure to be on everyone’s mind: Karl Eugen Dühring. OK, maybe I exaggerate (a little . . .).

WAYBACKING to the mid-1970s, we arrive at the beginning of the NCLC “turn” from Marx to the “American System,” a slap-dash mix of Friedrich List and Henry Carey that LaRouche stitched together to distance himself from his Trotskyist past even as he
immersed himself into the muck of anti-Semitism. Yet this new wacky turn had no ideological justification in either the writings of Henry Carey or List. True, Carey did hate the British and he attacked the British for the destruction of Ireland. But Carey’s idea of the harmony of interests is free from any taint of anti-Semitism. For his part, Marx made a few cutting references to Carey because Carey’s ideas challenged Marx’s notion of class struggle. But Marx also considered Carey America’s only important living political economist.

At the time LaRouche made his “turn” to both List/Carey and anti-Semitism in the mid-1970s he was largely living in Germany. Now it just so happens that the leading promoter of both List and Carey’s ideas in 19th century Germany was Karl Eugen Dühring, an eccentric blind former docent at Berlin University. It was Dühring who helped make the ideas of Carey famous in many works such as his 1865 Careys Umwälzung der Volkswirtschaftslehre und Socialwissenschaft (Carey’s Revolution in Economic Doctrine and Social Science) and his 1867Die Verkleinerer Carey’s und die Krisis der Nationalökonomie (Carey’s Detractors and the Crisis in Political Economy).

In the mid-1870s, Dühring’s ideas exerted an enormous influence on the Berlin wing of German Social Democracy (SPD). Dühring became so popular that Marx asked Engels to write Herr Eugen Dühring’s Revolution in Science (best known as Anti-Dühring) after Wilhelm Liebknecht warned them repeatedly about Dühring’s growing influence. Dühring was championed by, among others, the young Eduard Bernstein as well as by August Bebel. The SPD was so much in Dühring’s camp that the pro-Dühring faction actually forced Anti-Dühring not to continue to be run in a series in the party paper but in a more obscure SPD theoretical journal.

It also turned out that Dühring was one of Germany’s leading anti-Semites. At first, Bernstein – who knew Dühring personally – thought this was some peculiar quirk and he didn’t take Dühring’s ideas on Jews seriously. Engels also joked to Marx that Dühring was incapable of elaborating his views “without dragging in his repugnance to tobacco, cats and Jews.”

Yet Dühring went on to write of the most influential anti-Semitic books in 19th century Germany, his 1881 opus, Die Judenfrage. The book went through numerous editions and helped shape the most extreme wing of German anti-Semitism which is saying a lot. Die Judenfrage’s claim to historical fame is that in it for the first time ever in print, Dühring hints that the Jews really should be eliminated totally from Germany since measures such as social ostracism or restrictions on marriage and such may not be enough to prevent their corruption of the body politic.

In Die Judenfrage and his earlier economic works Dühring tries to dismiss Marx as yet another Jew influenced by the Jew David Ricardo (“a hero of the stock exchange”) who brings a Jewish view to economics. Thus spake Dühring: “The economizing Jew, no matter whether so-called Socialists or not, value Ricardo in a characteristic way as the greatest national economist whom Adam Smith does not equal.”
Now hold on to your Alpenhorns, Jungen und Mädchen: It also turns out that Dühring considered himself an expert on the mathematics of infinity and wrote about it and counting numbers and such in such works as Cursus der Philosophie (1875). Dühring’s 1861 doctoral dissertation is also on space, time and math. It is called De Tempore, Spatio, Causalitate atque de Analysis Infinitesimalis Logica. Nietzsche and Dühring even got into a feud about the nature of infinity, infinite regress and counting numbers. (Some of this controversy may well provide cultural background for Cantor’s future work on the mathematics of infinity.)

For us, however, the question is less lofty. The NCLC developed his “discovery” of Carey and List as somehow being superior to Marx while LaRouche was in Germany. It is unclear to me exactly how this turn came about. After all there are dozens of economists who are critics of Marxist ideas and by far the best known came from Austria in the late 1800s. So why suddenly did up Carey and List?

It was also while he was living in Germany that LaRouche held secret discussions with Willis Carto of the Liberty Lobby/Institute for Historical Review even as the Security Staff cultivated the Liberty Lobby connections since at least the fall of 1974. Carto also had strong German connections; like LaRouche his wife is German. There was also a German publishing house which closely worked with Carto as well, the Tübingen-based Grabert Verlag.

So the question is did LaRouche somehow independently discovered Carey and List on his own and out of the blue, so to speak, while he also independently and simultaneously turning to crazed anti-Semitism and these were two separate developments. OR did LaRouche know (or was told about) Dühring and simply stole from Dühring’s playbook. In the USA, around this same time as Carey was presented as a great defender of Lincoln and the Union in New Solidarity, both Security and Chris White penned stories also proving that the Rothschilds plotted Lincoln’s assassination.

So one has to ask if it is also likely that neither LaRouche nor the Germans had any idea that the leading Carey/List promoter in 19th century Germany happened to be Eugen Dühring OR that they did know it and used Dühring’s ideas while hiding that fact both to make LaRouche look like a genius and to further pave the way for the new anti-Semitic Weltanschauung that first emerged from Security in particular in 1976-77 when Security tried to prove that both the Rothschilds and the British were really the string pullers of the Confederacy just as a year or two later they would “prove” that Hitler was really a British Rothschild agent.

If so it would mean that while in 1877 the SPD went from supporting Dühring to supporting Marx in 1977 the NCLC went from supporting Marx to supporting Dühring although few knew it at the time since the connections between Dühring and Carey were never mentioned in NCLC publications. But did the “American System” that LaRouche so promoted in the mid-1970s actually speak with a German accent? The LaRouche-Carto talks were kept secret from the American membership of course.
Was a possible *Pro-Dühring* connection also kept secret as well?

**ANOTHER HYLOZOIC HEDGEHOG POST ON DÜHRING**

On Engels, LaRouche has now made Engels a British agent and Marx's controller. This always seems very funny to me since all Marx did was mooch off Engels for most of his life. Just from the standpoint of moocher solidarity, you would think LaRouche might have a different view but, then again, he continually abuses his own membership from whom he's continuously mooched on for some four decades now.

As for UFOs, Dühring, Rosenberg and all the rest, my own approach is not to make any grand overviews or mono-explanations. Hence I tend to wince when I hear that LaRouche or the NCLC is "really" neo-Nazi. On the other hand, his nutty ideas about Atlantis and Tilak, the potential ties to Dühring and sending his myrmidons to hang out with Japanese promoters of the Protocols and countless other examples can't be ignored.

**ALFRED ROSENBERG and EUGEN DÜHRING**

As for Rosenberg in particular:

Rosenberg drew heavily from Dühring. (Dühring lived until 1921 and there was also a Dühring Society.) There is a book by an anti-Semitic educated nut named Alexander Jacob entitled *Eugen Dühring on the Jews*. It includes a translation of one of the many editions of *Die Judenfrage*. We quote from Jacobs' lengthy intro:

"Even Hitler does not refer to Dühring in his works and was more familiar (even personally) with Houston Stewart Chamberlain racialism. Alfred Rosenberg, the Nazi ideologue, however wrote a work on the Jewish question very similar to Dühring’s called *Die Spur des Juden im Wandel der Zeiten* (1920). [Something like "The Trail of the Jews down through the Ages" -- HH] In it, he discusses first the historical circumstances of the Jews from their diaspora after the destruction of Jerusalem to their various interventions in modern European politics. The second section deals with the Jewish mentality as revealed in its religious documents and cultural and economic works. The work ends with a discussion of the Jewish ambition for economic and political mastery of the world and suggests ways of curbing this tendency forthwith in Germany. The points contained in Rosenberg's anti-Jewish program are in many ways similar to the points of the Nurnberg Laws of 1935." (p 40)

And again from Jacob on the close ideological ties between Dühring and Rosenberg:

"The steps suggested by Dühring in the first editions of the *Judgenfrage* may thus serve as the guideline to more reasonable conservative politicians for the task of social reformation. The anti-Semite programmer outlined by the moderate Nazi ideologue Alfred Rosenberg in his *Der Spur des Juden im Wandel der Zeiten* may also be
considered as a clear formulation of the task . . . The only difference between Rosenberg and Dühring here is, of course, that the former still considers Zionism as a solution to the Jewish problem whereas Dühring thought that the creation of an Israeli state would only mean giving another head to the Jewish serpent.’ (44-45)

Yes it's the "moderate Alfred Rosenberg and, no, its not a typo since as Jacob explains in a footnote: "Rosenberg was clearly not responsible for the harsher steps taken against the Jews by the Nazi regime and at most only carried out orders given to him by the higher command."

I think the best way to deal with this issue is to focus on the way LaRouche structured the organization. Once you get his real intent behind his "Platonic" mini-universe of golden, silver and bronze souls run by philosopher-king who can wield the "Golden Lie," you get it all. Essentially this is his rationale for creating a group on a "need to know" or "need not to know" basis in which it is fine to lie for a higher end (that is to say, making LaRouche King of the His Own Little World). So I don't see how you can have a neo-Nazi group when even members of the NEC (presumably members of the "inner elite") didn't think they were Nazis. Also even if accept the fact that the NCLC became a far-right anti-Semitic crackpot organization in practice, I don't think it makes sense to claim that it is really a facade for something else.

To me LaRouche is the text book definition of the term "idiosyncratic." He's an egomaniac who follows his own delusions and not someone else's, least of all Hitler. There are hundreds if not thousands of examples of anti-Semitic crackpot sects both in America, Europe, and Japan. All have similar traits but all are also sui generis in their own way. LaRouche happens to be one of the more strange ones given his history on the Left and the origins of the NCLC in the anti-war New Left.

I think two conceptual metaphors might help: The First: Imagine the perspective of someone living in a goldfish bowl or "flatland" who can't see outside the bowl or be aware of the existence of a two dimensional universe. The second metaphor that always comes to mind for me is the famous picture of someone in the Middle Ages poking his head through the Ptolemaic/Aristotle "spheres" of stars and moons to see the world of heaven.

In other words, the model for the NCLC is not unlike a kind of phased series of universes with the ordinary members in one universe with LaRouche being a connection point to another universe which leads to another universe, etc. So, ironically, you could be a low-level trusted go-fer/valet on LaRouche's personal staff and know about his meetings with someone like Carto and have a better view of was really important in his world while someone on the NEC . . . might be kept totally in the dark about your activities. But as a trusted flunky, you don't even try to think about any of this in any broader political sense just as a trusted serf doesn't second guess the King. You are just thrilled that the King actually knows your name.
In short, knowledge is constructed on a kind of "cut out" basis. Hence when someone makes a broad claim that the NCLC is a neo-Nazi cult to most ordinary NCLC members it could well sound like a mirror version of wacky conspiracy theory as well as outright slander.

Therefore my own view is not to try to come up with big picture explanations and fit them into the micro-politics of the NCLC as it seems like very Procrustean Bed stuff and in some ways counter-productive. Nor does it match the lived experience of individual cadre.

On the other hand, the empirical evidence is also impossible to ignore.

Therefore it seems best to follow the empirical bread crumbs and not made too grand statements while trying also to understand the way information was processed and distributed inside the organization and how it did or did not filter down into the lives of the regular cadre. Again we have a perfect model of the way the flow of knowledge did or did not work in the "Republic" model adopted by LaRouche after he abandoned Marxism. This model always has to be kept in mind in discussing the history of the NCLC especially after the Chris White debacle when the group really went off the deep end.

Understanding information flows in any largely hierarchic structure -- not to mention the added special nature of cult dynamics -- is a challenging process that demands nuance and not overly broad polemical generalizations. There is a lot that we still don't know.

Last edited by Hylozoic Hedgehog; 02-04-2009 at 03:17 PM.

HH POSTS ON PAUL GOLDSSTEIN TIES TO PROMOTERS OF THE PROTOCOLS OF THE ELDERS ON ZION IN JAPAN

Speaking of Asia:

It's been reported that the LaRouchies were connected to a leading Japanese anti-Semite named Masami Uno, a former Baptist minister who also promotes the Protocols of the Elders of Zion. Paul Goldstein even went on a speaking tour with him in 1991. From the web report of an American student who tried to attend one of these talks:

"Another influence is Christian fundamentalism, which predicts an apocalypse based on the prophecies of Ezekiel and the Book of Revelations. Masami Uno predicts imminent nuclear holocaust precipitated by a Soviet invasion of Israel. . . .

Now Uno is on the lecture circuit with a follower of the political extremist Lyndon LaRouche, Paul Goldstein, to try to lend more credence to his tattered arguments.
Paul Goldstein lectures as a warm-up speaker (with interpretation) for Uno now in Japan. As I entered the lecture hall in Osaka, a man grabbed my arm and said I couldn't go in, explaining politely that I was not a Japanese business leader, for whom the lecture was intended. He feared I might "misunderstand" what was being said. I think he really feared I might understand too clearly what was being said."

And from a New York Times story on Japanese anti-Semitism:

In a Tide of Japanese Books on Jews, an Anti-Semitic Current
By STEVEN R. WEISMAN, SPECIAL TO THE NEW YORK TIMES
Published: February 19, 1991

"One new book published in December, "Counterattack of Hitler," is a best seller at many book stores and has sold 30,000 copies. It denies the existence of the Holocaust and asserts that a Jewish conspiracy is being thwarted by Germany, Arabs and other groups.

Another new book, "Confessions of the Jews," by Paul Goldstein and Jeffrey Steinberg, two American followers of the political extremist Lyndon LaRouche, says the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, the American Jewish group, engages in organized crime and drug-trafficking. The book has sold only 5,000 copies but is a best-seller in those bookstores carrying it. Author of Anti-Semitic Books the author of the first book and the translator of the second is Masami Uno, an Osaka man whose books denouncing Jews have long sold well and are widely available. His book, "If You Understand Jews, You Can See the Whole World," has sold 540,000 copies since it was published in 1986.

Critics of such books, Jewish groups among them, are troubled less by their direct influence than by their general respectability. The new books are from subsidiaries of prestigious publishers and "Counterattack of Hitler" was recently advertised on the front page of the Asahi Shimbun, the nation's most prestigious newspaper."

What was "Confessions of the Jews" about? How long is it? Who published it? Who was Goldstein meeting in Japan? When did he first go to Japan? For that matter, who is Uno? Is he part of a broader fundamentalist church?

More on Pauli G's Tokyo connection, Masami Uno (or Uno Masami to use the Japanese style). Shall we continue to saki it to him?

Turns out that not only is he the key guy in introducing the Protocols to post-war Japan, he is also a racist to boot. And in our "follow the money" segment, the guy was sponsored by some faction of the ruling Liberal Democratic Party which itself is a total
shill party for Japanese big business. He also accuses FDR of being controlled by the Jews and starting WWII on their behalf.

What seems to have happened is that Uno was a fundamentalist Christian who was actually pro-Israel in the fundamentalist way and then seems to have done a 180 turn. His first big anti-Semitic bestseller only appears in 1986 so I'm not sure how accurate Goodman is to claim that Uno is following Hal Lindsay. It sounds more like he broke with his previous messianic prophecy attachment to the Jews and made them into devils instead of saints. Whatever the case, he became the key modern promoter of the Protocols. It is astonishing but not surprising that Goldstein would wind up with him.

FROM: David Goodman "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion, Aum, and anti-Semitism in Japan" available on the web. [NOTE: the Aum in the title is the same group that released sarin gas in the Tokyo subway. It too was into the Protocols.]

Goodman on Uno:

"Uno Masami: Christian Fundamentalist Xenophobe

The author who spectacularly reintroduced the Protocols in the mid-1980s was Uno Masami (1941- ). In two bestsellers published in 1986 that sold a combined total of more than a million copies, Uno reactivated and exploited latent Japanese images of Jews and showed that a savvy author could make a lot of money in the process. His theories were accorded a high degree of credibility in mainstream journalistic, business, and political circles, worrying foreign and, to a lesser extent, Japanese observers Uno resurrected and refurbished Japan’s xenophobic ethnic nationalism, arguing that Japan faced a mortal threat from the Jews, who were out to destroy it. Uno explained the U.S.-Japan trade fiction by asserting that the United States was controlled by a secret, all-powerful Jewish “shadow government.” Japanese-U.S. relations had to be understood as Japanese-Jewish relations, he insisted. He claimed that “if you understand the Jews, you will understand the world,” which was the title of one of his 1986 bestsellers

Uno tried to discredit Japan’s postwar democratic institutions, including the American-drafted postwar constitution, because they were agencies of the Jewish plot to destroy Japan. Democracy and internationalism were simply the “Judaization of Japan,” according to Uno, and he urged his countrymen to emulate Adolf Hitler and devise policies that would protect the interests of the Japanese ethnic nation (minzoku no rieki).

Christian theology also played an essential role in Uno’s thought. A fundamentalist minister in the Osaka Bible Christian Church (Osaka seisho kirisuto kyōkai), Uno had previously published explicit works of Christian prophecy, including Great Prophecies of the Old Testament: The Jews and Armageddon, which appeared in 1982. Uno was on his sixth trip to Israel in June 1982, when Israel invaded Lebanon, and events seemed
to confirm his apocalyptic theories. Upon his return to Japan, he issued the sequel to his earlier book, titled Great Prophecies of the Old Testament, Continued: Armageddon and the Qualifications of the Leader. In these books, Uno preached that the ultimate aim of the Jews is to precipitate World War III in order to bring about the Messianic Age. As foretold by the prophet Ezekiel, a Soviet invasion of Israel will precipitate the war, which the Jews will win. A Jewish autocrat will be anointed and benevolently rule the world from the rebuilt Temple in Jerusalem, but the Jewish dictatorship will last only three and a half years, after which the real Messiah, the returned Jesus, will appear on the Mount of Olives to usher in the true Millennium. Uno's argument is based on Revelation 13:5-8 and closely resembles the apocalyptic theology of the American pre-millennialist preacher Hal Lindsey, whose immensely popular The Late Great Planet Earth was first published in 1970 and reportedly had sold eighteen million copies in the United States by the mid-1980s. The cataclysm Uno predicts is identical to the one Lindsey describes, and he uses the same exegetical evidence. Uno Masami thus combined Japan’s indigenous xenophobia and ethnic nationalism with Christian fundamentalism in a conspiracy theory that derived from the Protocols of the Elders of Zion. In so doing, he achieved both financial success and respectability. Uno’s books were advertised prominently in all of Japan’s major news papers; he was quoted in news articles about the Japanese economy; and he was invited by a conservative faction of Japan’s ruling Liberal Democratic Party to speak at a Constitution Day rally in May 1987. Not only did Uno’s success embolden others to follow his example, but his notoriety made the Protocols of the Elders of Zion and its theory of a Jewish conspiracy to destroy Japan and rule the world common knowledge in Japan.”

So Uno is the guy who did the most to popularize the Protocols in postwar Japan and even got himself sponsored by a faction inside the LDP!

Now from:

Anti-Semitism in Japan By William Wetherall
(A version of this article appeared as
"Pride and sometimes prejudice in Japan" in
Far Eastern Economic Review, 138(42), 15 October 1987, pp. 52-54)

"Uno, born in 1942 and a teacher of geography and history in a public high school until 1975, turned to "Jewish peril" books after half a dozen volumes on Biblical prophecy. His first two Jewish books blame the Jews for the global and national doom which their titles predict. Understand Judea and the world will come into view (A scenario for the ‘final economic war’ of 1990) came out in April last year. Understand Judea and Japan will come into view (When Judea takes possession of a 'hollowed Japan') followed in November.

Uno’s third book, The day the dollar becomes paper (Now is the time to study Jewish wisdom), was published this May. He wrote it while aware that foreign and Japanese critics were calling the first two books "anti-Semitic" -- a label which the third book tries to reject with a title that appears to admire Judaic ideals by deeming them worthy of
study. But the third book continues to blame the Jews for the world's and Japan's problems. And much more clearly than the first two books, it shows Uno's true neo-nationalistic colors.

Uno believes that the Jews plan to rule the world by controlling information, oil, grains, money, and militarily powerful countries like the United States, the Soviet Union, and the People's Republic of China. He claims that they already run the biggest oil and grain majors and the most influential news agencies and banks, and that they control the U.S. government and key American multinationals like IBM.

Marco Polo was Jew. Columbus was a Jew. And Japan's history with the west is a history of relations with Jews, according to Uno.

The global depression triggered by the stock market crash of 1929 was precipitated by Jews. World War II was started by Jews like Franklin Roosevelt, who provoked Japan into firing the first shot.

The Americans who oversaw the reconstruction of Japan after World War II were mainly Jews who were determined to prevent the "Japanese race" from ever rising again. They replaced the ethnic starch in education with the victors' version of history, so postwar Japanese have grown up ignorant of the true causes of the war, guilty about the past, and unable to take pride in their national flag and anthem.

Uno believes that Jewish "internationalization" will further destroy Japan as a putatively monoracial state, and so Japanese must reassert their racial ethnicity in order to protect their gene pools. This racialism closely resembles the prewar Yamatoist beliefs that are held by some of Japan's most prominent intellectuals and politicians. Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone, for one, believes in the superiority of Japanese spirituality and morality, and he advocates monoethnic social policies to safeguard Japan from cultural decline.

Uno claims that Jewish thought is based on eye-for-an-eye, tooth-for-a-tooth thinking, and that the Jews maintain their ethnic identity by constantly revenging their historical persecutors. He believes that this Old Testament idea is shared by all Middle East, European and American peoples. Japanese, he says, are taught to forgive and forget, according to Confucian teachings, which Uno states are shared by most Asians. So east and west are like water and oil.

The Jews have avenged the Holocaust by dividing Germany, splitting Berlin, and flooding the Federal Republic of Germany with Turkish immigrants and refugees, Uno writes. And FRG cannot deport such aliens because the Jews control the mass media, and through it they remind the world of what the Nazis did to them. Uno argues that because the Turks have ten kids instead of two, the Teutonic race will soon become a minority, and so Hitler's followers will never again have power.

Uno claims that the Jews are now doing the same to Japan. Jewish American lawyers
and businessmen are rushing to Tokyo to buy up Japanese companies and ensure that Japan never gains control of the world's finances but continues to be a mere factory. Ambassador Mike Mansfield and most other U.S. embassy and consular officials in Japan are "of course" Jews. Practically all foreign teachers of English in Japan are Jews whose mission is to soften Japan's ethnic defenses by inculcating the minds of their students with "international" thinking.

All this is part of a Jewish plot to bring blacks, Puerto Ricans and Mexicans into Japan's labor force, Uno states in his second book, which he was writing last September when Prime Minister Nakasone said that the United States is less "intelligent" than Japan because it has many blacks and Hispanics. Uno warns that blacks in Japan have already begun raping Japanese women with impunity, as in the 1986 case of a woman who claimed that she had been sexually assaulted by the sons of an African ambassador protected by diplomatic immunity.

So the real question remains: Did Goldstein ever score any big money from the Japanese? This is one "Confession of a Jew" that might actually prove interesting.

Confessions of the Jews: Part Deux

Below is something copied from Japanese Trust Capital Partners, Inc. As you can see, one of its leaders is Security's ex Paul Goldstein. Follow the bouncing ball and you get to none other than Jeff Steinberg. In between, we get a former US Ambassador to Peru.

The company profile says that Goldstein has written a book in Japanese on U.S.-Japan Relations. Now could this possibly be Confessions of the Jews? If so, he co-wrote it. If not, he now has two books in Japanese. But if his one and only book is Confessions of the Jews, he deserves an award for sheer chutzpah if nothing else.

Whatever the case, Goldstein seems to have traded up from his "Protocols" pandering. Now he's making some real dough. From the ITCP web page:

Director
Mr. Paul Goldstein

Paul Goldstein is the President of Pacific Tech Bridge. He has been an international consultant for the past 15 years and has a policy consulting firm based in Leesburg, Virginia. Over the last 10 years, Mr. Goldstein has traveled around the world advising government officials and private sector companies on the impact of U.S. policies on their respective countries. He has lectured in Japan, Europe, and the United States on the impact of globalization and the high technology revolution. He has collaborated with former government officials on developing a new policy architecture for the 21st Century.

He is also Vice President of a think tank, the New World Institute, based in
Charlottesville, VA. He has written a book on U.S. Japanese relations, published in Japan and has written extensively for publications in Japan, U.S. and the Middle East.

http://www.itcp.co.jp/english/company.html

Pacific Tech Bridge takes us to Herb Quinde. We quote:

“The workshop would not have been possible without the generous sponsorship of Evolutionary Technologies International, Inc. and its President and CEO, Dr. Kay Hammer. Paul Goldstein and Herb Quinde of Pacific Tech Bridge provided input into agenda development and speaker recommendations.”

This is from a workshop held in DC sponsored by Evolutionary Technologies aimed at government techie types involved in Homeland Security.

Evolutionary Technologies is headed by Kay Hammer, who seems to be a highly skilled software techie type. She in turn employed Quinde to get government contracts. Quinde’s job seems to be to get contracts from DOD and “the intelligence community” for Evolutionary Technologies. He also seems to specialize in mutilating the English language (“sustained growth in the federal space”).

From Quinde's job description:

Herbert Quinde Senior Vice President Corporate Development and International Markets Mr. Quinde is responsible for strategic alliances, with continued focus on sustained growth in the federal space. Mr. Quinde joined ETI in 2003 as Director of Business Development where he successfully focused his activities in opening the U.S. Federal market to ETI Solution resulting in major engagements within the U.S. Department of Defense and the intelligence community. He has over 20 years of diverse operational management experience in information technology, telecommunications, organizational development and security consulting. Besides directing his own global strategic consultancy over the years, he has served in executive positions with Winstar, NOS Communications and Prudential Associates. He is an international affairs expert having lived and worked throughout Europe and Latin America. Fluent in Spanish, he received his BA from Boston College.

So Goldstein and Quinde are helping each other out in the Beltway Bandit circuit.

Next we learn from Goldstein’s ITCP bio that he is a member of an apparent two man think-tank headed by a former U.S. Ambassador to Peru. This is David Jordan. He’s also an author of a book called Drug Politics: Dirty Money and Democracies.

Here's his bio:

David C. Jordan served as United States Ambassador to Peru (1984-86). He is currently Professor of International Relations and Comparative Government, Woodrow
Wilson Department of Government and Foreign Affairs, University of Virginia, and President of the New World Institute, Charlottesville, Virginia.

Field: Comparative Government (Latin America); International Relations (Foreign Policies of Latin America). Author of *World Politics in Our Time*, *Nationalism in Contemporary Latin America*, and *Revolutionary Cuba and the End of the Cold War*, as well as numerous articles. Served as U.S. Ambassador to Peru, 1984-1986.

It appears that Jordan is into Norman A. Bailey territory but there may not be any direct link at all. Anyway the Goldstein-Jordan “New World Institute” doesn’t seem to have its own web page.


Here we have The Two Stooges, Paul and Jeff, writing a report for “a Japanese audience” on Liberty-Lobby style conspiracy nonsense about Skull and Bones around the same time they are penning *Confessions of the Jews*.

Or was this one section of *Confessions of the Jews*? Who knows for sure? But here is a taste of the report. Also please note that since it is a “White Paper” it is clearly a distinguished piece of writing and not presumably a paper written by two white guys.

So here is the Dynamic Duo in a work. (Eat your heart out, Webster Tarpley.)

"Paul Goldstein Jeffrey Steinberg


INTRODUCTION

This special report is intended to assist the Japanese audience in more fully understanding the present policies of the United States under the administration of President George Bush. It explains the thinking behind America’s military adventure in the Persian Gulf and its current attitudes toward the Middle East region.

In so doing, we provide a glimpse into the most powerful organization in America—the Order of Skull & Bones. This secret fraternity is based at Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut, where many of the leading members of the U.S. government and the American intelligence community received their formal education. The Order, as it is referred to by its members, is a bastion of White Anglo Saxon Protestant (WASP) culture, which is at the core of the American 20th century outlook. The reader will learn that President George Herbert Walker Bush’s concept of the New World Order is an old idea, one which has its origins in the philosophy and beliefs of the secret Skull & Bones fraternity.
Today in particular, this is the prevailing outlook of the U.S. government, many of whose most influential members, like the president himself, are part of the Skull & Bones network. These men seek to recreate the American imperium of the immediate post-World War II period, an era which President Bush frequently refers to as "the American Century." The powerful men of Skull & Bones genuinely believe that they have a strategic and moral "right" to control world affairs. Consequently, they take upon themselves the authority to crush any rival threat to U.S. imperial leadership, whether by current allies, such as Japan, Germany or Great Britain, or by Cold War adversaries, like the Soviet Union. The members of the Order, due to their narrow WASP upbringing, view with particular suspicion the maneuverings of Zionist Israel and its affluent, influential lobby in the United States. [Italics added]


So that was then but this is now.

Let's go to the Amazon.com reviews of former Ambassador Jordan’s book. They are astonishing. First we get a five star rating from none other than Jeffrey Steinberg.

"At last some clarity on drug policy, March 17, 2002
By Jeffrey Steinberg (Washington DC USA) - See all my reviews

Professor Jordan’s Drug Politics sheds critical light on one of the most persisting problems of the post-World War II period: How to properly tackle the problem of the illegal drug trade. What I found most valuable was Dr. Jordan's identification of the false underlying assumptions that have plagued America's anti-drug policy for decades, and have led many people, in frustration, to accept the even more deeply flawed arguments of those proposing the legalization of drugs. The vast majority of treatments of the drug plague fail to take into account the witting role of powerful "overworld" forces, including those in the banking and financial community, who engage in drug money laundering; politicians who become witting captives of the drug interests; and media and cultural industrialists who profit off of their own promotion of the drug culture. This book is a real thought provoker, and, what is best, the careful diagnosis of the false assumptions give one the idea that a viable approach to dealing with the deadly plague of illegal drugs may, at last, be possible. In addition to having the courage to names some of the names of the "overworld" figures promoting the drug epidemic for their own gains, the book provides invaluable historical background and insight. Yet, it is not an overly written academic treatment. It is one of those rare books that is too good to put down."

Too good to put down, eh?

Perhaps . . .

But others beg to disagree.
From a 4 star review:

"Provocative but Flawed, October 16, 2004
By H. Campbell (Houston, Texas) - See all my reviews

This book is a near miss that still deserves to be read, though the author is repetitive and his reasoning is flawed. He describes the creeping dismantling of democracy in all its variants through the collusion, if not conspiracy, of politicians, drug traffickers and the banking industry. He cites interesting cases but strays off on tangents and reaches conclusions that could just as easily be reversed with a slightly different perspective. Clearly he has an agenda and refuses to seriously consider subtlety or nuance, dismissing such attempts as "counterculture" or misguided liberalism. Though there is no argument with regard to the very real dangers that the money of the drug business poses to national governments everywhere, he decides to strike out at hippies, anti-war protestors, the CIA and George Soros, who he obviously equates to the Antichrist. There remains to be written a book with this topic that is not judgmental and avoids aimless redundancies. Still, having said all this, Johnson did get me thinking about these issues, and even made me appreciate some of the arguments against decriminalization. Though I don't agree with much of his analysis, he poses interesting viewpoints that everyone should be aware of."

http://www.amazon.com/gp/cdp/member-...R36XE5RA1FGJKC

Now comes an even more damning review (keep in mind Jordan is a former U.S. ambassador to Peru for goodness sake):

An interesting crackpot conspiracy theory, February 14, 2002
By Andrew Schulman "software litigation consultant" (Santa Rosa, CA USA) -See all my reviews

This seems at first like a solid, academic, study. There's some interesting material on corruption in Mexico and Columbia, and on government use of drugs dating back to the Opium Wars. But by the time you get to chapter 10, on "Cultural Underpinnings of Modern Drug Consumption," it's hard not to realize that in fact the book puts forward a ... conspiracy theory: Freemasons, George Soros, Paul Allen, Satanic rock musicians, Playboy magazine, Aldous Huxley, George Soros again... -- they've all supposedly been involved in a vast conspiracy to promote drug use to undermine the state. ...

What? They left out the Tavistock Institute? I want my money back!

In short, it looks as if either Goldstein or Steinberg or both either ghost-wrote or greatly influenced Jordan's book since part of all this sounds straight out of LaRouche.

Very weird. So maybe it ain't just the German security services that have been invited to the party? Or had a former ambassador gone off the deep end just a bit. And is there more to the George Soros as anti-Christ line than meets the eye?
And, most of all, are Paul and Jeff still "confessing"?

Last edited by Hylozoic Hedgehog; 02-19-2009 at 10:55 AM.

NOTE: This following post also appears in the file devoted to CODE -- HH

Paul goldstein, jeff steinberg, ekkehard franke-gricksch and victor marchetti

As we move to our CODE finale, we pause for a moment to recall our friends Paul Goldstein and Jeff Steinberg. As we have seen in a much earlier post, they co-wrote the book "Confessions of the Jews" with Japan's leading promoter of the Protocols of the Elders of Zion, Masami Uno.

Here I give the OCLC cite for the book.

As you will see, it was published by "Enoch Shuppan." Given that Uno himself is a Christian fundamentalist apparently along the Des Griffin line, it seems not impossible that Enoch (Ekuno) Shuppan is a rightwing Christian fundamentalist house. (In Japanese, "shuppan" just means publication.)

ユダヤの告白: 日本経済を裏面から見る / Yudaya no kokuhaku : Nihon keizai o rimen kara miru (Confessions of the Jews: Behind the Scenes of Scenes of the Japanese Economy)

Author: P. ゴールドスタイン, J. スタインバーグ共著 ; 宇野正美訳. 宇野正美, ; Paul J Goldstein; Jeffrey Steinberg; Masami Uno

Publisher: エクノ出版, Tōkyō : Ekuno Shuppan, 1990. (Enoch Shuppan)

OCLC Number: 84741841

Description: 284 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.

Other Titles: ADL and zionism.


Now things get even more curious because next we have:

P. ゴールドスタイン, J. スタインバーグ共著 ; 宇野正美監訳. 宇野正美, ;
Paul J Goldstein; Jeffrey Steinberg; Masami Uno

OCLC Number: 67229194


Description: 44, 46 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.


Notice that the publisher is neither a Japanese company nor EIR but is listed as New American View. It also turns out that you can read the English version on the web. Here is one of the places to read it: http://www.ctrl.org/essay1/GBSBNW.html.

Remarkably there is not a single mention in the report about Lyndon LaRouche. Indeed, one might say the document is "LaRouche-rein."

Yet what is “New American View”?

If the listing of the publisher is correct and we are talking about a special report issued in April 1991 by “New American View” we are quite possibly talking about Victor Marchetti and Mark Lane’s journal -- yet another wing of the Willis Carto publishing axis (a word that seems particularly apt in this context).

In other words, if this is correct, Goldstein and Steinberg were writing conspiracy mulch for Victor Marchetti without even bothering to mention LaRouche.

Yet for some years – as we shall see even more in a later post—EFG published similar LaRouche-generated conspiracy material. Yet it also turns out that EFG and Victor Marchetti were quite close personally as well.

On 04-06-2009, Patentrezept posted on FactNet a translation of statements by Ekkehard Franke-Gricksch posted by Emi Rahm, whom we have already discussed regarding his involvement with C.O.D.E.

The relevant sections here concerns EFG’s description of his very close relationship with Victor Marchetti. From Patentrezept’s translation of EFG’s comments:

Now EFG’s statement from “Richtigstellungen betreffend Zeitschrift CODE/Diagnosen Herausgeber Anti-Nazi Ekkehard Franke-Gricksch” ["Corrections concerning magazine CODE/Diagnosen Editor Anti-Nazi Ekkerhard Franke-Gricksch"; language even worse in German], which can be found on the website of Emil Rahm (http://www.emil-rahm.ch/emil-rahm/ri..._emil_rahm.php ), whose magazine was offered to former Code subscribers.

The following is just the actual statement by Ekkehard Franke-Gricksch without the introduction and the final remarks by Rahm. In addition, Rahm has the following quote by EFG in his Intro: “A denial of the holocaust or the national-socialist crimes did not take place in the journal. What was attempted was a fair judgment, to which even a criminal is entitled.”

Remember from the quotes in my previous post that Diagnosen/Code did not hide it's revisionist ties at all, being in official cooperation with Spotlight etc.

Next is the EFG statement translated by Patentrezept that I wish to highlight:
"Now to the magazine Diagnosen, later CODE. I edited this journal in cooperation with Victor Marchetti, [my emphasis -- HH] former director for Europe of the CIA. I knew Marchetti from my early days as a journalist with RIAS Berlin. Marchetti was the author of all contributions in the magazine concerning the middle east in a broader sense. In addition, he brought the following authors:

Simon Perez,

Dr. Israel Shahak, survivor of the Holocaust and head of the Israel League for Human Rights,

Charles M. Fischbein, Executive director of the Jewish National Fund

and Gordon T. Tether.

These are only a few of the 300 contributors to the magazine. Seventy percent of all contributors were of the Jewish faith!

Victor Marchetti, Director for Europe of the CIA is a Jew. He has written a very successful book on the CIA, published in German by Deutsche Verlagsanstalt, which belongs to the "Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung". In his preface, Marchetti wrote in 1974:

“We believed the world to be free for democracy and that we were in the front line of defense against the spreading of communism. At that point I was the CIA's – and probably the US government's – leading expert on soviet military aid for third world countries. Disappointed and in disagreement with many of the policies and practices of the agency – and those of the intelligence services and the US government as well – I left the CIA in 1969.

It has been said that one of the dangers a democratic government faces in its struggle against totalitarian systems like Fascism and Communism is that democratic governments may risk imitating the methods of their opponents and thereby destroy the democracy they seek to defend. I have to ask myself whether my government is more concerned about defending our democratic system or about imitating the methods of totalitarian systems in order to continue to exercise its already disproportionate power over the American people. . . . “

The newsletter “New American Republic” [sic] [EFG means New American View -- HH] published by Marchetti every 14 days was commissioned by George Bush sen. Marchetti was the advisor of the US president for some time. The service was in no way anti-Semitic."

Thus spake EFG.

So at the same time Goldstein and Steinberg appeared to be ghost-writing conspiracy
crap and getting it published in Japanese through the good graces of Japan’s leading promoter of the Protocols of the Elders of Zion and as a Special Report not from EIR but from Marchetti and Lane’s New American View, they were also part of the group involved in producing conspiracy material for EFG’s CODE/Diagnosen in German whose editor-in-chief was yet another close friend of Victor Marchetti!

---

Last edited by Hylozoic Hedgehog; 06-21-2009 at 01:17 AM.

FACTNET DISCUSSION ON LAROUCHE AND ATLANTIS

FROM “EUROPEAN” – A FORMER LC MEMBER FROM SWEDEN TALKS ABOUT BARRY FELL AND THE NCLC

HH!

I have always been a researcher. The more I did research and wrote articles the more I realized how wrong the organization was.

In the last two years I did some research that is worth mentioning.

* The synarchist research. I belonged to the taskforce that worked on that research and participated in many intelligence Calls and wrote reports. In my letter of resignation I wrote to Lyn that I had come to the conclusion that he was a synarchist! I actually did so. I found so many similarities between Lyn and fascists/so called synarchist that this actually contributed to my decision to leave. Lyn was not amused by my letter, I can say! 😊

(To take a few examples... One difference is that LaRouchian method had not the focus on tradition as that we researched in the synarchist research. One big similarity is the claim that AUTHORITY is important, obeying the leader, in an almost military sense. But that last aspect was kept from the work we did... Their contempt for democracy too! This is funny because Joseph de Maistre, that we wrote much about, and the Catholic fundamentalists around Lefebvre and supposedly Fernandos Q, liked the idea of dictatorial authoritarianism much and wrote LOTS against democracy. The de Maistre/Mussolini/Franco idea of constant warfare is off course LaRouchian too.)

* I did an article for Fidelio on Petrarch and the work to rediscover classical Greek language in Europe. While doing that research I discovered that everything the organization had said about the famous council of Florence was flawed and basically a repeat of what the Vatican said. I got a very positive picture of Orthodox Christianity and wrote down my findings in the article. But it all made me reflect because for decades the Orthodox Church, especially the one in Russia, was seen as evil. How was that possible, I thought. (The organization has been more positive to the Orthodox Church during the last decade or so, it should be added.) I too censored myself by leaving out some people from history that is less popular in the organization, like Ficino!
* Barry Fell. I had a project to learn Old Norse for some years and I also privately studied Egyptian and learned some hieroglyphs. And suddenly I found out what a big hoax Barry Fell was. An amusing part of the story is that I realized that he had a view of linguistics that was totally opposite everything LaRouche had written about it (He focused on the substantive, not the verb, etc... he hated Von Humboldt. he assumed that the ancient people did not write using grammar, but only spoken language, etc... You know!) But when I asked everybody I could on the subject no one wanted to touch the hot potato! It was too sensitive! Not even Helga wanted to do so, but said only that fell must be ok, since Lyn likes him!

Etc, etc...

If I had not had the research I would have left the organization in the end of the 90s. I stayed because of the research. But it was very double. The fact that I did research kept me in the organization but it also gave me the tools to leave it!

/T

Last edited by European; 03-16-2009 at 10:01 AM.

FROM HYLOZOIC HEDGEHOG

European,

I have wanted to pick up on your Barry Fell references because some of the same things happened to me as well in the late 1970s and helped me get out. Not only did I think the NCLC was on a horrible political track, but the paper ran massive LaRouche spouting things that were beyond weird about Atlantis and the distant past. In all cases, EVERYTHING posed in utterly Manichean terms to the point of comedy. The Queen of England really continued the cult of Isis which continued the Whore of Babylon was bad enough. But now the guy has to take it back further to Atlantis? This is occult "illuminated" thinking and off the deep end. One possible source for some of this might well be Rosenberg but there is also Jurgen Spanuth and other "New Age" type figures into lost worlds. Spanuth was also published by Grabert Verlag, the sister publishing house of Willis Carto's Noontide Press. As you know, LaRouche and Carto met personally in Wiesbaden in the mid-1970s.

So you see your concerns with Fell being an obvious idiot who believed in this kind of "speculative history" (to be kind) goes back OVER A DECADE before you entered the organization. While I was politically disgusted with the alliance with Carto, in a way I found this garbage in a way more disturbing. If a person believes in this kind of fantasy, what else? How can anyone "know" that Ulysses went to Mexico, much less the Yucatan. This is childlike and silly. And an embarrassment.
So I want to ask you if there were any other crackpot types that LaRouche pushed like Fell? And could you ever determine why he was so fixed on all this?

Also I don't know how much you have read in this world where the Occult goes overdrive, but one book for you might be Eduard Gugenberger, Franko Petri, and Roman Schweidlenka's work *Weltverschwörungs-Theorien Die Neue Gefahr von Rechts*, published in 1989. Gugenberger and Schweidlenka also wrote quite a good work called *Mutter Erde* on the crossover between New Age cults, irrationalist politics, and how they blend into elements of the Greens, etc. I've only seen a little bit of it because it is very hard to find in an academic library here but it is a huge book with much documentation.

You also might want to look at works by extreme far right occultist authors such as Jacques de Mahieu, some of whose works I've read. He was forced into exile after World War Two and became an economics or sociology professor (I think) in Peron's Argentina. His works revolve around revealing that all great Latin American civilizations were actually founded by "white Gods" who had crossed over from the North Atlantic. He has books like *La Fabuleuse Epopée des Troyens en Amerique du Sud* and *L'Agonie di Dieu-Soleil": Les Vikings en Amerique du Sud*. In his book *Précis de Biopolitique*, he claims the Aztec God Quetzalcoatl was really a Viking or Hyperborean "White God" who created Toltec and Mayan civilization.

But maybe the best reference is *Weltverschwörungs-Theorien* because the authors devote some time to LaRouche. BTW: They don't call him a "Nazi" but present him in this wacky basically far right but really almost beyond politics of any sort world, but it is a world they consider dangerous PRECISELY because it is so irrational. However, they also include discussions of irrationalist anti-Semitism and support for the *Protocols of Zion* both in the Soviet and Arab world as well. They see the problem, then, as not being easily defined by political categories but by rigid ways of thought.

Some notes from their book:

1) Wiesbaden was the home to the publishing house Verlag fur aussergewohnliche Publikationen (VAP) which also specialized in publishing far right conspiracy theories from America. On big far right guy was named Gary Allen whose book "The Insiders" they published in German. Allen talked about the Trilaterals, the Bilderbergers, CFR, etc. Now -- and to me this is VERY INTERESTING but maybe not so much to you -- I don't know -- is this. There was a book published by someone named Des Griffin who is a classic anti-Semitic (but NOT Nazi!) conspiracy guy who is also into the Bible and such. (I think he is Irish originally and he has a pamphlet about "The Babylonian Connection" as well. He is not a Nazi because he accepts the Bible as his source for much of his "research" so he is more a classic Christian anti-Semitic type. In 1976 Griffin published in America Descent into Slavery? It was later published in Germany in 1986 by Diagnosen Verlag together with CODE Verlag with another Griffin work called *Wer regiert die Welt? Die Portokolle der Welkdiktatur. Das neue Testament Satans*.

Now as you may or may not know, CODE was run by Ekkehard Franke-Gricksch, who,
by the way, of the son of a top member of the post war group the Bruderschaft, who mysteriously disappeared in East Berlin and may or may not have been killed by the Russians even though Franke-Gricksch wanted the Bruderschaft to work with Russia. Anyway, his son published CODE. As I understand it, he filled it with many LaRouche articles as well as articles on New Age health issues. There is a New Zealand based journal today named Nexus that also has a similar format of running conspiracy theories with New Age stuff. Now CODE also worked closely with Willis Carto's Liberty Lobby. From the CODE Impressum: "CODE hat eine Vereinbarung über die redaktionelle Zusammenarbeit mit der amerikanischen Wochenzeitung The Spotlight." It also boasted about publishing works from the Institute for Historical Review. (But maybe you know this, yes?, because it was known in Germany. But maybe not because you come to the group later and not from Germany so maybe not?)

So Diagnosen Verlag and CODE co published Des Griffin and crazy people. Now on page 204 of Weltverschworungs-Theorien, the authors say: "Bucher aus dem Diagnosen Verlag, der zum Imperium des US Rechtsextremen Lyndon LaRouce gehört."

So: What do you know about Diagnosen Verlag? Does it "belong" to LaRouche? Have you ever heard of it? What about CODE?

Also the authors show that there are many books in Germany coming out from UFO and New Age publishers saying Hitler was either put into power by America or the Rothschilds or the two working as one. It's common. Also the Protocols were promoted by a pure occult conspiracy writer named "Jan van Helsing." When the 1991 Gulf War broke out, van Helsing also supported Iraq; it was die "Deutsche des Orients" for him. So LaRouche is peddling his wares in a very crowed market. But the Liberty Lobby/Carto connections remain very curious.

For example, Webster Tarpley who knows everything about everything from 9/11 to the Moro Assassination to the secret government running the world. Very exciting fellow and very lucky to know everything. But I know that Tarpley's radio show is sponsored by Willis Carto's new organization in DC. I know this because I obtained a secret code: namely, I typed Tarpley's name on Google and got his show and listened to about a half-hour of it and it was sponsored by Carto. Tarpley also writes for Carto's publications. Now Tarpley was an important person in Europe although I don't know if you had many dealings with him. But I was wondering whether or not when LaRouche/Diagnosen Verlag/CODE were together maybe this is how Tarpley later wound up with Carto after he left LaRouche because even Tarpley thought him a bit nuts?

Also do you know anything about DUIST, the "Deutsche UFO/Ifo-Studiengesellschaft" whose main office was also based in Wiesbaden? According to Weltverschworungs-Theorien, the married couple named Veit who ran DUIST had close bonds both to CSU right-winger Otto Hapsburg and also to Werner von Braun. DUIST had many branches and connections in the USA and it was also part of the Hermann-Oberth-Gesellschaft in
Hannover which got money from the German government. The Oberth Gesellschaft also had good relations with the rocket firm OTRAG. As for Oberth, while he was an honored chairman of DUIST, he also was very active in the Nationaldemokratischen Partei Deutschlands (NPD) and was also close to the "Hilfskommitee Sudliches Afrika." So at the time the NCLC/EAP was supporting former Nazi rocket scientists and working to collect information for South Africa against the ANC, both the EAP and DUIST were both in Wiesbaden. Any ideas of ties to UFO (real "Star Wars") types?

So maybe I stop here and let you read the article from the former member. You will see that Atlantis/occult Manichean Evil nonsense and crackpot embarrassing history did not begin with Mr.Fell. It goes back at least to the late 1970s. But what does it all mean? Are there NAZI flying saucers on the moon? Is LaRouche the last man from Atlantis? Will there be a new Star Wars movie with Helga as Princess Leia (not too many close-up shots I would imagine). [Note: This post also overlaps with the investigation of CODE.]

Hello Hylozoic,

Quote:

Originally Posted by Hylozoic Hedgehog
ALL HAIL ATLANTIS

While LaRouche and his wife may have been influenced to some degree by Rosenberg's Atlantis theory, I believe that LaRouche's original 1979 discussion of Atlantis was probably inspired by another book that he either read or learned about at second-hand. This is Jurgen Spanuth’s Die Atlanter: Volk aus dem Bernsteinland, which retailed a number of crankish ideas that LaRouche would later adopt—including the notion that Homer's Odyssey is the record of a voyage to Mexico. Spanuth's work was published by Grabert Verlag of Tubingen, the German publisher of works by authors associated with and promoted by the Liberty Lobby and the Holocaust-denying Institute for Historical Review (for example, Grabert Verlag is the German publisher of U.S. neo-Nazi ideologue Francis Parker Yockey’s Imperium).

it was about 1979 when the book Ex nocte lux (The light from the night) by H.K. Horken (nom de plume of one Rudolf Krohne), subtitled Entraetselte Urgeschichte im Licht juengster Forschung (Unriddled Pre-History in Light of the Most Recent Research) and published by Wasmuth Verlag of Tuebingen in 1972, circulated in the Wiesbaden office.

Although the author has minor disagreements with the earlier work of Spanuth, it is quite evident that both are united in their rejection of the Ex oriente lux (The light from the east) hypothesis and in counterposing the notion that culture originated in the north, from where civilization allegedly spread throughout the world.

Wiwjorra writes,

Quote:

Publishing houses from the rightwing-extremist spectrum put on the market both reprints of relevant older literature as well as many new books, which, comparable with corresponding publications of the pre-1945 era, again pass the notion of a primeval Mission by the North off as a necessary conclusion from scientific research. ... An explicit objective of such accounts, for example, is to »consciously [set] a counterpoint against >Ex oriente lux< « in order to denounce that doctrine as »the biggest historical fraud of all times«. As far as the authors are concerned, most are no expert scientists but rather, as is once admitted in defiant pride, »private scholars pioneering ancient Europe's prehistory.«

Still, the main starting point for that assertion is the speculative composition of evidence which is intended to suggest a dominating influence of people of North European extraction. Unchangedly, vague suggestions of »evidence« for e.g. blond hair or blue eyes are sufficient for that purpose. Findings of prehistoric archeology are usually considered only to the extent they are useful for the line of argument which is schematically determined by race ideology. It is not uncommon that repudiation of the »Ex oriente lux« keyword is bolstered with anti-Christian or anti-Semitic polemics which lead to conspiracist innuendos.

Quote:


Fitting his publishing house's portfolio, Grabert secured the rights to reprint Ex nocte lux in 1996.

I have a reason for believing that book was brought to LHL's attention at the time. Perhaps Ernst W. might share his recollections to shed more light on how that most bizarre afflatus of Greatest Genius came about.

Concerning CODE/DIAGNOSEN and Ekkehard Franke-Gricksch -- I seem to remember that near the mid to end 80s, "someone" provided the org with their subscription lists for use by the "phone team". Those included Swiss addresses, among others. [my emphasis HH]

"There are kooks galore, let's milk them", some of us might have rationalized that lunacy away.

-Wayback

Last edited by Wayback; 02-15-2009 at 01:16 PM. Reason: translation fixed

HYLOZOIC HEDGEHOG REPLIES

Originally Posted by Wayback

Concerning CODE/DIAGNOSEN and Ekkehard Franke-Gricksch -- I seem to remember that near the mid to end 80s, "someone" provided the org with their subscription lists for use by the "phone team". Those included Swiss addresses, among others.

"There are kooks galore, let's milk them", some of us might have rationalised that lunacy away.

-Wayback

Thanks very much. It's all great stuff. My guess then is that when LaRouche met Carto in Germany, Carto introduced him to some of his volkish friends and that the turn to lost worlds developed in direct relation to the LaRouche-Carto alliance. (If you read the chapter "Unity Now" on LaRouche Planet you will see the background to how that alliance came about.) When Uwe discovered Tilak and brought him to LaRouche, it was because LaRouche was trying to get into his version of Nordic mythology.
Carto got into volkish radicalism in the late 1950s when he became a member of the Northern League for Pan-Nordic Friendship, which was purely volkish in character. The head of the Northern League went on a US tour in 1958 and Carto joined the Northern League then. They used to hold meetings at Detmold by the stature there.

As for Ekkehard F-G: Based on what you said: What seems to have happened based on what you said is that the LC bought the old CODE mailing list from F-G in order to fundraise them. It makes sense because CODE had been promoting LaR ideas in the journal for some years earlier.

As for the Nordic thesis, it goes back of course to the 19th century. It almost always seems involved with the occult. If you look at Julius Evola's book The Revolt against the Modern World written in the early 1930s he too is promoting a Thule origin of civilization world view as well. It is also easy to see how this can quickly become intertwined in the 1950s with ideas about UFO’s and gods from the Great North. The New European Order (NEO) was also really into all this.

**FACTNET MEMBER BORISBAD ON ATLANTIS AND BARRY FELL**

Read Hylozoic's account of Lyn and the Atlantis Myth and the history of the Thule Society very attentively because I remember well the way that took over the fascination of many members in the NY area at the time. I seem to recall that some people had contacts with Fell either through Columbia University or possibly where he taught at Harvard. In fact, I remember going on a tour of some rock caves that are in Inwood Park, in northern Manhattan where there were some supposed Phoenician runes etched into the rock faces. Although I remember seeing some incisions, they were very indistinct and could have been natural or manmade, and there were Indians that had reportedly used those caves before the Dutch settled there.

There was a lot of replay of Fell's thesis on pre-Columbian travel, although not surprisingly, I don't remember LaRouche himself ever mentioning Fell by name. I do remember Uwe Parpart giving a lecture in NY about the supposed similarities of Greek, Sanskrit and some native American languages (i.e. he mentioned for example the theory that the Potomac River (which I think in the original was Patowmak) was akin to the Greek word for river. He mentioned other terms as well that supposedly showed that there were extensive pre-Columbian contacts between North Africans and Europeans with the east coast native Indians as well as contacts between Polynesians and people in places like Peru. The other obvious connections that Fell and others had made were about the pyramids in places like Mexico and Peru (and even the mound builder Indians in North America) and the Egyptians, and Cambodians. Of course many “theorists” also looked into the mystical qualities of pyramids which may have been connected to the great importance LaRouche placed upon the geometric solids also found in Plato's *Timaeus* along with the Atlantis myth.
Hylozoic also raised an interesting point discussing Ludendorff’s theories. LaRouche always seemed to identify with the "good Germans" who were the true German nationalists and the Austrian upstart Hitler. As Hylozoic pointed out, perhaps LaRouche’s main quibble with Hitler was that he brought about Germany’s destruction as a world empire, rather than a fundamental disagreement with the evils of Nazism. I think that Francis Yockey may be a better place to look in understanding LaRouche, because Yockey hated western democracies like England and the US especially, be he thought it useful to play down the racial aspects of Nazism to get neo-fascist groups uniting with those who would be considered "inferior" races such as Arabs, Southeast Asians, etc. Of course even the Nazis did that, since they had no problem using pro-Nazi groups from the inferior Slavic countries, the Muslim Brotherhood crowd in Egypt and Jordan, the Japanese of course, and so on. But I think Yockey was definitely a proponent of a more universal type of fascist ideology than the original Nazis were.

**HYLOZOIC HEDGEHOG POST**

**ALL HAIL ATLANTIS**

European and others interested in the question Why did Lyndon LaRouche fall for Barry Fell?

I have wanted to pick up on your Fell references because some of the same puzzle was shared by me in the late 1970s and helped me leave. At the time, NS ran massive LaRouche articles spouting things that were beyond weird about Atlantis and the distant past. In all cases, If a person believes in this kind of fantasy, what else? How can anyone "know" that Ulysses went to Mexico, much less the Yucatan? This is childlike and silly.

So Fell is just one example of this kind of "speculative history" (to be kind) goes back OVER A DECADE before you entered the organization. Here I want to show the paper trail around the time I was around and then cite from part of an interpretation of said paper trail from a former member who studied this issue and wrote it up in the mid-1980s.

**NEW SOLIDARITY AND ATLANTIS**

Almost without fail, popular discussions of Atlantis quickly get into occult territory. So when we look at NS’s record it is first worth noting that just before the Atlantis obsession starts, there is an article promoting the views of Mathilde von Ludendorff and her weird cult.

For those who don’t know, General Ludendorff actually broke with Hitler in the 1920s and he later began denouncing Hitler as a Freemason and maybe Jewish or Asiatic. The cult was inherited by his wife after the General's death. (For the Wiki,
This group was extremely “anti-Nazi” in the sense that they really didn’t like Hitler. Now back to 1978.

17 Nov. 1978 – NS article “Did Zionist Lobby Murder Heinrich Heine” – by LaR and Helga. (No prize for guessing the answer of course.) The article says that in 1805 Schiller was killed by a Zionist-Jesuit-F-M network. The Masons killed Mozart and Goya. Hegel was a no-good Anglophile and there is an evil pro-British faction in the Masons. Now I quote:

“The astonishing circumstances surrounding Schiller’s death aroused such intense feelings in the period after his death that none other than Frau Mathilde von Kemnitz-Ludendorff felt compelled to publish a book about Schiller’s death in which members of the Order of the Illuminati, a ‘combination of Jews, Jesuits and Free-Masons’ were charged with complicity. This piece is nothing other than a typical mixture of half-truths and lies. There is a certain amount of irony in the fact that the Nazis later reproached Frau Ludendorff on this account. They charged that her characterization of the operation on Schiller betrayed an intimate knowledge of such operations.” I think their argument “correcting” Ludendorff is that the real agents were being run by a British network of Masons and that she didn’t understand London’s role in the plot. So LaR and Helga were setting the record straight.

What this shows to me is that Zepplyn had gotten into reading really wacky conspiracy literature published from hard-to-define rightist/occultist sects like Ludendorff. One POSSIBLE reason why Ludendorff is that Carto’s Liberty Lobby published a book by General Ludendorff attacking Freemasonry so perhaps Carto recommended the writings of Ludendorff’s wife to LaRouche? After Frau Ludendorff died, the sect didn’t to out of existence so perhaps the NCLC had made some contacts with them in Germany either with or without Carto’s help?

Shortly after this article, the Zepplyn began writing about Atlantis but I don’t know if there was any “cause/effect” dynamic at work for sure.

26 January 1979 NS – From “The Zionists, the Nazis of today” by Helga. In the copper age a vast maritime culture called Atlantis arose. Based in the Azores. The meltdown of the ice ages ruined it around 10,000 BC. We may find the original Tower of Babel near the Azores. [Tourists planning to visit the Azores take special note – HH] The original island would have a pyramid on it. Ulysses sailed from the Straights of Gibraltar. The Atlas-Atlan people existed. Clues are in ancient Berber sites of the Atlas (Mountains I assume) region. There were good Egyptians centered on the Temple of Amon. The Mesopotamians were not Semites. Did they come from East Asia? The Peoples of the Sea (who later became the Greeks) came down from the RHINE and DANUBE, into the Black Sea. They passed Troy going one way and the Straights of Gibraltar the other.

This is the FIRST article that I know of in the history of the LC that discusses Atlantis.

9 February 1979 – NS article by LaR: “The New Outline of History” – Ulysses left the
Strait of Gibraltar and visited the rim of the Bermuda Triangle. “Peoples of the Sea” are the ancestors of the Greeks and come from the megalithic culture of Helgoland in the North Sea. Alexander the Great’s mother was allied with the Temple of Amon in Egypt. The priests of the Temple of Amon inspired Alexander the Great.

23 March 1979 – NS LaR article “The Truth Concerning Pre-Christain Cultures” – The Soviet Labor Union paper Trud (!) showed photos of Atlantis near Bimini islands. LaR, however, still thinks Atlantis is in the Azores. But the Bahamas were part of Atlantis culture. The fact of Atlantis “is very well established.” It also has great practical importance. Well before 4000BC, “a great northern metal-working culture” was created. “tl” phoneme, “th” – thalassos, allas. Atlas culture – Pre-Celtic languages of Iberia, Ireland, Old Hessian, Old Prussian, Uto-Nahuati languages.

Pyramids are OK but it’s not OK to make a fetish of them. The Odyssey is the record of Ulysses’ voyage across the Atlantic. Ancient Egypt was the struggle of Amon Priests (whom Plato likes) against sun/cow worshippers. Same debate “underscored by the evil Babylonian priesthood” [since the Whore of Babylon comes before Isis – HH]

“We must make common cause with the ancient city-builders.” It is the pro-Patristic wing of Christianity against Satanic (Dionysian) essence of Babylon, Egypt, and Rome “as well as against the evil Pharisees and Sadducees of Jerusalem.” Christ was more than a revival of Platonism. “Christ did not merely liberate the Jews from the evil ways associated with the liberal adherence to the Old Testament.”

Christianity is for everyone. The evil in Zionism is to locate “racial homogeneity” so Zionism is “viciously anti-American.” The US is a melting pot culture.

(I stopped looking at back issues of NS at 1979 so I don’t know any articles that were more recent in that paper.)

BROADER VIEW

I don't know how much European and others have read in this world where the Occult goes overdrive, but one book for you might be Eduard Gugenberger, Franko Petri, and Roman Schweidlenka’s work Weltverschorungs-Theorien Die Neue Gefahr von Rechts, published in 1989. [I hope to mention it in a separate post later. Gugemberger and Schweidlenka also wrote quite a good work called Mutter Erde on the cross over between New Age cults, irrationalist politics, and how they blend into elements of the Greens, etc.

People interested in all this also might want to look at works by extreme far right occultist authors such as Jacques de Mahieu, some of whose works I’ve read. He was forced into exile after World War Two and became an economics or sociology professor (I think) in Peron's Argentina. His works revolve around revealing that all great Latin American civilizations were actually founded by "white Gods" who had crossed over from the North Atlantic. So he has books like La Fabuleuse Epopée des Troyens en
Amerique du Sud and L’Agonie di Dieu-Soleil": Les Vikings en Amerique du Sud. In his book Precis de Biopolitique, he claims the Aztec God Quetzalcoatl was really a Viking or Hyporboean "White God" who created Toltec and Mayan civilization.

Now for excerpts of the 1985 study. This also discusses a book on Atlantis published by the German allied company of Noontide Press, Grabert Verlag.

[From the posting on the Dennis King website by Hylozoic Hedgehog somewhat edited by King]

From Isis to Atlantis

I have demonstrated above how LaRouche's anti-Semitism rapidly expanded in 1977-78 from an initial attack on the Rothschilds to the invoking of the neo-Nazi "1.5 million" line and the charge that the Jews who oppose LaRouche are identical to the Jews who wanted Christ killed. I have also shown how LaRouche constantly denies Judaism any valid status as a world religion.

But LaRouche also wove women and feminism into his conspiracy theory. His views on this aspect of the global plot can be seen in convoluted references to the cult of Isis in a 10/3/78 NS article. According to this article, the "ancient Babylonian cults" were not only the source of Judaism but also of Isis worship. LaRouche's hostility to the cult of Isis stemmed from his perception that Isis (as a female divinity) was derived from the "Whore of Babylon." But LaRouche also became obsessed with the idea of a vast conspiracy involving witchcraft (another female-centered belief system), which he identified with the "New Age" movement. (LaRouche once accused Prince Charles, who espouses some New Age-style beliefs, of being a warlock.)

With the cult of Isis as his latest target, LaRouche's "mother hating" sexual politics (first expressed in a series of 1973 speeches to his cadre) received a new lease on life. In the 10/13/78 NS, the NCLC chairman (who now saw himself explicitly as a new Alexander the Great as well as a new Plato) began praising ancient Egypt's Temple of Amon as a pro-Alexander, male-dominated organization at war with the evil female/Whore of Babylon-inspired Isis cult. LaRouche made his views on female deities quite clear in a 6/19/79 NS article called "New York Times Pushes Isis Cult" in which he claimed that the male Babylonian priesthood invented the Isis cult as a tool for oligarchic manipulation of the masses in the fifth century B.C. He added:

There was never a "natural" matriarchal phase of human culture. The "old men of the tribe" have always ruled. [Matriarchy is only found in] the most degenerated forms of society....In Christian theology, God is "masculine" not because society is ruled by men but to the extent that persons governed by Reason...acquire qualities in the image of God.

LaRouche also claimed that most women are creatures of "feeling" and "intuition," while "politically equal women" are the ones (like his wife Helga) "who adopt the intellectual
qualities associated with outstanding men." Given such views, LaRouche appears to have been perfectly serious when (in the 8/14/79 NS) he wrote that the Queen of England "is a worshipper of the temple of Isis and regards herself as a high priestess of Isis" and therefore that the Queen is "theologically the modern reincarnation of the whore of Babylon." In effect, LaRouche had fused anti-Semitic dementia, paranoia over witchcraft (a belief common to some Christian fundamentalists today), and hatred of women into an all-inclusive political and economic conspiracy theory that traced the plotters (like the demons in Hollywood's "Exorcism" series) back to Babylon.

LaRouche wanted, however, to extend his occult vision much deeper into the past--back to the dawn of history and even beyond. He began doing so in a public manner in a 1/26/79 NS article proclaiming the existence in antediluvian times of "a vast maritime culture called Atlantis" that supposedly had existed in the vicinity of the Azores. (The deterioration of LaRouche even in reference to himself can be seen by the fact that on p. 308 of Dialectical Economics, published in 1975, he had mocked believers in Atlantis.) In his 1/26/79 article LaRouche claimed that Atlantis was destroyed in 10,000 B.C. by the melting of the Ice Age glaciers. (This view would evolve in a new direction later on.) LaRouche also provided specific "facts" about Atlantis, and even speculated on the location of the Tower of Babel, which he suggested could be found on the ocean floor near the Azores.

According to LaRouche the sunken island of Atlantis would have a pyramid on it. He also claimed that Ulysses sailed from the Straits of Gibraltar, that the Temple of Amon represented the progressive humanist faction within the Egyptian elite, and that the "Peoples of the Sea" (ancestors of the Greeks) came down from the Rhine and Danube into the Black Sea (in other words, that the Greeks were originally Aryans). In a 2/9/79 NS article, "The New Outline of History," LaRouche expanded on these notions. His readers were told that Ulysses visited the rim of the Bermuda triangle and that the proto-Greek Peoples of the Sea really came from Heligoland in the North Sea.

Finally in the 3/23/79 NS--in a huge article called "The Truth Concerning Pre-Christian Cultures"--LaRouche declared that the historical existence of Atlantis "is very well established." He argued that the NCLC should make "common cause" with the "ancient city-builders" of Atlantis, and he again praised Egypt's priesthood of Amon, which supposedly had fought a heroic if unsuccessful battle against the sun/cow worshippers of Isis.

**Intensification of Atlantis obsession**

LaRouche's Atlantis doctrine marked a new stage in the evolution of his anti-Semitic conspiracy theory. Through the development of his own version of Platonism (centered especially on Plato's discussion of Atlantis), the NCLC chairman projected his conspiracism into the realm of the occult--and his wife undertook the task of explaining this strange new development to the NCLC rank and file. In a 1982 speech entitled "The Lawfulness of Human Universal History" (delivered at an NCLC gathering in Wiesbaden and then published in the 11/22/82 and 11/26/82 NS), Zepp-LaRouche presented an
account of the rise and fall of Atlantis that reached new heights of fantasticality.

According to Zepp-LaRouche, during the Ice Age around 11,000 B.C. the Atlanteans lived in western North Africa where Morocco is today and around the Straits of Gibraltar. Their civilization had the ability to make astronomical observations of an accuracy that would rival those of Kepler in the 17th century A.D. And the king of this progressive, maritime culture was named Uranus.

Recall that in 1979 LaRouche had attributed the fall of Atlantis to the melting process at the end of the Ice Age. But by 1982, he and his wife had developed a whole new theory of why Atlantis collapsed. In their new theory (as outlined by Helga) there arose in Atlantis a "faction fight" between good "Titans" versus evil "Olympians." The Titans developed astronomy, while the Olympians promoted astrology. Zepp-LaRouche told the Wiesbaden conference: "Whenever you see astrology, when you see your mother or your aunt or your grandfather reading a horoscope, you must immediately attack them and say, 'What Satanic rite are you following?'" (NS 11/26/82.)

Zepp-LaRouche also claimed during this speech that in the war between the two Atlantean elites the evil usurious Olympians conquered the good "city-building" Titans--and that the Olympian conspiracy launched in Atlantis continues to rule the world today. The powerful Olympians are, she said, "to the body of human society as a cancer is to the body of a human."

Aryans and Tilak

Around this time, LaRouche also concocted the idea of a second "good" elite that had taken up the fallen banner of the Titans. These were the Aryans. LaRouche began to promote certain eccentric theories on the Arctic origins of the Aryans developed by Bal Gangadhar Tilak (1856-1920), a founder of India's nationalist movement. Tilak's work is well known among hard-core Hitler worshippers. For example the French neo-Nazi magazine Totalite sells Tilak's work under the title Origine polaire de la tradition vedique. My guess is that LaRouche became aware of Tilak through American Nazis such as Roy Frankhouser, who was once a member of the National Renaissance Party (NRP), a jack-booted outfit that regularly advertised Tilak's writings in its paper.

According to the LaRouche version of Tilak's theory, in some "interglacial" period during the Ice Ages there existed near the North Pole an "urban, maritime culture" which, as it swept south, became the Aryans. These Aryan warriors, LaRouche claimed, had succeeded in destroying "the Harappa culture, Shakti, the Harappa name for the Whore of Babylon."

Also, in a May 1982 manuscript, "Religion, Science and Statecraft: New Directions in Indo-European Comparative Philology," college dropout LaRouche claimed to have discovered, in the 1950's, "more or less conclusive proof that the original language of Sumer must have been interconnected with the pre-Vedic [non-Aryan--ed.] languages of the dark-skinned populations of India." In other words, after the Aryans overthrew the "Whore" of the supposedly matriarchal Harappa culture, she simply migrated to
Babylon.

*Atlantis, the Aryan North and Nazi ideology*

For Hitler's Nazis, belief in Atlantis and a pure "golden age" was an important ideological fantasy. For example, Nazi cultural czar Alfred Rosenberg, in his *Myth of the Twentieth Century*, wrote:

"Geographers tell us of a continent between North America and Europe, remnants of which we see in Greenland and Iceland. They also reveal to us that on the far side of the high northern islands (Novaya Zemlya) there exist old waterlines that lie more than one hundred meters over the present ones. This phenomenon points to the probability that the North Pole has shifted position and that there was once a much milder climate in the present Arctic region. All this together puts the ancient sagas about Atlantis in a new light. Apparently it is no longer completely out of the question that where today the waves of the Atlantic roar and mighty icebergs wander, a flourishing continent once towered over the deluge; a continent on which a creative race nurtured a great, far-reaching culture and sent its children out into the world as sea-voyagers and warriors. However even if this Atlantis hypothesis should be proved untenable, it will be necessary to accept the existence of a Nordic, prehistoric culture centre....That old despised hypothesis which stated that once, from a Northern creative point--which we will call Atlantis, even if we do not literally believe in a sunken continent of Atlantis--swarms of warriors spread out, which might explain the continuously recurring Nordic longing to conquer distant lands: this hypothesis seems probable today. These streams of Atlanteans sailed their own swan and dragon ships to the Mediterranean, to Africa, towards Kutsha in Central Asia and probably even to China; they also sailed to the southern portion of the North American continent....We find the Nordic boat with swan prow and three sheets in pre-Dynastic Egypt. Furthermore, its oarsmen were the later master race of the warrior Amorites. They [the master race] pressed towards North Africa...."

While LaRouche and his wife may have been influenced to some degree by Rosenberg's Atlantis theory, I believe that LaRouche's original 1979 discussion of Atlantis was probably inspired by another book that he either read or learned about at second-hand. This is Jurgen Spanuth's *Die Atlanter: Volk aus dem Bernsteinland*, which retailed a number of crankish ideas that LaRouche would later adopt--including the notion that Homer's *Odyssey* is the record of a voyage to Mexico. Spanuth's work was published by Grabert Verlag of Tubingen, the German publisher of works by authors associated with and promoted by the Liberty Lobby and the Holocaust-denying Institute for Historical Review (for example, Grabert Verlag is the German publisher of U.S. neo-Nazi ideologue Francis Parker Yockey's *Imperium*).

When we read in Spanuth that the Odyssey is based on a visit by Ulysses to Mexico, and when we read LaRouche's declaration (in a 1979 *Campaigner* article) that Ulysses "did visit the vicinity of Yucatan" (a "region putatively known to him by reputation"), and when we reflect on the fact that the NCLC was in direct touch in the late 1970s with
various Atlantis enthusiasts in neo-Nazi circles, then it is not hard to think that LaRouche was cribbing from Spanuth.

---

*Helga's "Hitler Book"

Given LaRouche's penchant for scapegoating the Jews, and the way he often presents his arguments in a coded form, it is particularly interesting (and chilling) to note Helga Zepp-LaRouche's adoption of these methods in *The Hitler Book* (1984). In this cleverly crafted tract, LaRouche's wife attacks Hitler as an occultist and an agent of the "Olympian oligarchy" but remains silent about certain NCLC beliefs that closely parallel those she attributes to Hitler and his inner circle. For example, she writes:

The special significance of India and Tibet for the ideology of the Thule Society and the Nazis centers around the term Thule. In northern European mythology, Thule signifies a prehistoric "golden age" which ended in a sudden catastrophe. With the mysticism of the Thule Society and the Nazis, but also in circles in Russia, England, and Scandinavia and in other European locations, the Thule mythos became the alpha and omega of all human history....

Without resorting to primary sources, the Thule myth can be approximately reconstructed as follows: In pre-historic times there existed a flourishing culture in the North Sea area [Heligoland.]. This empire of blond, blue-eyed, racially pure Aryans was led by an aristocracy with "superhuman" cosmic powers and abilities....But then there came a natural catastrophe of cosmic proportions. The Aryan Thule Empire sank into the sea....

In the course of the [subsequent] wanderings, [the Aryans] also settled in India and Persia, the Caucasus, and parts of Russia. Along the way, however, the Aryans relinquished some of their racial purity and so lost access to the higher knowledge and supernatural capacities of the old Aryan superman aristocracy. (Zepp-LaRouche, pp. 88-89.)

As demonstrated in the previous section of this report, Zepp-LaRouche and her husband themselves dabbled in a racial mythology closely akin to the one she purports to scorn in the above passage. Could it be a mere lapse of memory that Zepp-LaRouche nowhere mentions, in *The Hitler Book*, LaRouche's assertion that Ulysses was descended from the "Peoples of the Sea" who in turn were originally from Heligoland, that Ulysses voyaged to Mexico, etc.? Of course LaRouche's writings (like those of Rosenberg) refer to the lost Aryan homeland as "Atlantis" rather than "Thule"--but the NCLC chairman's references to Tilak strongly suggest that he regards Atlantis and Thule as one and the same place.

Zepp-LaRouche's book also provides a striking description of the Thule Society's "inner elite," which supposedly possessed an esoteric doctrine. According to The Hitler Book, the Thule Society--and later the leading circles in Nazi Germany--thought of themselves as an exclusive cult which had reestablished a connection to the primordial wisdom of
the Aryans. This knowledge and the concomitant power, however, were reserved for only the select few who submitted to racist-Gnostic rituals and cult practices. The mission of these practitioners of occult rites was to lead Germany in founding a new Thule empire, with themselves as the new superman aristocracy.

According to *The Hitler Book* (p. 90), this Thule-Nazi mysticism was not espoused publicly; it remained a deep secret.

Zepp-LaRouche's attempt in her 1984 book to place a certain distance between the NCLC and the Nazi elite of Hitler's day would have been more successful if the NCLC had not at the same time been engaging in flagrantly pro-Nazi activity in the political arena. For instance, the NCLC had become the strongest supporter of Nazi war criminals living in the United States.

http://lyndonlarouchewatch.org/hostile.htm

Tsk, tsk, Mr. Tilak . . .

Taking a break from "Pauly Protocols" adventures in Nippon, we now turn to exotic India and marvel at LaRouche's uncanny ability to link himself to Nazi crackpots. Savitri Devi is a totally obscure figure to the world (kind of like Mighty Mouth come to think of it) but in the hothouse world of neo-Nazism, she was a guru like figure.

It is now easy to find at least one bio of her in print and you can also find references on the web. BUT in the early 1980s, she was virtually unknown in America except to hard core occult types in groups like the American Nazi Party and the National Renaissance Party. In Europe, Tilak's book was sold by Totalitie, a French neo-Nazi publishing house. In fact, the only people who cared about Tilak and published his book were neo-Nazis. In America, the National Renaissance Party (NRP) which the NCLC was in contact with since at least the fall of 1974 also promoted Tilak. Recall that the head of the NRP was a racist fan of Theosophy named James Madole. As for Robert Miles, he too was an occultist and had his very own racist "Cathar" Church one of whose pastors was Roy Frankhouser.

So are we also to believe that LaRouche -- who actually began his occult ramblings about Atlantis and such in the late 1970s -- only naively stumbled upon Tilak in the 1980s when his Security Staff had been involved with these characters on a covert and not-so-covert basis for almost a decade?

Whatever the case, here is an excerpt on how Tilak's convoluted theories were picked up by Devi. As a final aside, Tilak has now become a hit in fetid hothouse known as the Russian neo-Nazi movement today. Russia has by far the largest neo-Nazi movement in the world, BTW. The Russkies, of course, love the idea that the REAL ARYANS came from the North Pole for obvious reasons.

But enough for now. Here we look at Tilak and Devi, part of a study written by Devi by a Dutch scholar of Hinduism who has his own website.
From:

The eternal return of Nazi nonsense: Savitri Devi’s last writings

Dr Koenraad Elst

http://koenraadelst.bharatvani.org/a...riBouchet.html

"This is not the place to speak out on the historical question whether the Indo-European languages originated inside or outside of India. In the latter hypothesis, they must have been imported into India. The most commonly accepted scenario in that case is that the "Aryans" brought the Indo-Aryan branch of the Indo-European language family with them when they invaded India in 1700 BC or thereabouts. The truth of this theory is totally unconnected to its political uses, but among the latter we must at any rate note the European racist use of it, both in the British-colonialist and in the Nazi scheme of things, as an instance of the expansion of the superior white race into the territory of inferior races.

Savitri Devi's alpha and omega on the AIT was Bal Gangadhar Tilak's book Arctic Home in the Vedas, Pune 1903. This version of the AIT went a little farther than most in that it specified the original homeland of the Indo-Europeans as the Arctic region, an unlikely wellspring of large population movements. It somehow didn't strike her as odd that in the intervening decades not a single independent scholar had come out with research findings supporting Tilak's theory. It is the only Indian pro-AIT source she ever quotes, in this book (p.39-40, p.79, p.96-97, plus her laudator de Cecco on p.12) and to my knowledge also in the whole of her writings, as a native echo to the European claim of an early Aryan colonization of India.

In building on Tilak's theory, she makes the rather silly mistake of uncritically accepting Tilak's voice as an independent Indian confirmation of the European belief in the Aryan invasion. In reality, Tilak didn't get this notion from his traditional Brahminical upbringing, for it doesn't figure in the Vedas and in Sanskrit literature at all. He had drunk from the same source as Savitri Devi, Hitler, the Indologists and all the other believers in the Aryan invasion theory, viz. the 19th-century philologists who had tried to make sense of the linguistic kinship between Europe and North India. Tilak had acted as a "native informer" helping Indologists in their research. Most famously, he had collaborated with the German scholar Hermann Jacobi in establishing a chronology for the Vedas. It is in this context that he imbibed the new-fangled notion of a Nordic homeland of the Proto-Indo-Europeans, whence they had expanded to all their historical areas of settlement including India.

Interiorizing this notion, Tilak then went on to develop fanciful interpretations of Vedic verses so as to make them fit the scenario of a non-Indian, indeed Arctic setting of the oldest layer of Vedic literature. Perfectly innocuous verses about the dawn or the
seasons, always read in their natural meaning by one or two hundred generations of Brahmins, were suddenly contrived to reveal references to the Arctic. It is this highly artificial and totally untraditional reading of the Vedic hymns which became and remains the sheet-anchor of Aryan invasion lore in European far-rightist and new-rightist circles.

All through her life, Savitri Devi failed to notice how Tilak's theory remained without support from the legitimate keepers of Hindu tradition, the Vedic pandits, nor did she register the articulate opposition to the theory from Hindu nationalists such as Sri Aurobindo Ghose or Guru Madhav Sadashiv Golwalkar. Though passing as an authority on India among her Western sympathizers, the fact is that she was hardly in touch with any consequential segment of Hindu society, whether the real traditionalists (of whom she seems to have sought out a few only when she heard of them praising Hitler, that too on the basis of very partial or plainly wrong information), the reformist Hindu nationalists, the Nehruvian modernizers or any other. As for the European scholars, they did teach one version or other of the AIT, arguing for the homeland status of the Danube or lower Volga region, or maybe Anatolia, but none of them located the Indo-European homeland in the Arctic.

Tilak was no authority on Indo-European expansion history, and likewise Savitri Devi was no authority on Hinduism, nor even on Hitlerism or esoteric philosophy or indeed anything of interest. It is simply tragic to see young people join internet discussion forums where they discuss the "work" and the "thoughts" of this once-bright woman who, suffering under the impact of the burning Indian sun, had transformed Hitler into an incarnation of the sun-god and enshrined such a flawed source as Tilak's misguided Arctic Home in the service of her Hitlercentric worldview. Come to think of it: what a sad and surrealistic buffoonery."

But when it comes to surrealistic buffoonery, Tilak, Devi, and LaRouche seem to go together like cheerios and milk.
In the NCLC’s 1987 deposition to the Boston court on the LaRouche fraud case that tried to prove that Roy Frankhouser was a top CIA agent (also posted by HH on FactNet), the document stated that “In approximately June 1975, Frankhauser [sic] submitted to three days of intensive debriefings.” Here he not only showed that he was a leading operative of the National Security Council but also that his “CIA career dated back to his involvement in the Bay of Pigs.” Frankhouser stated that he had served as “the ‘babysitter’ for Garcia-Kholy, one of the Brigade leaders who was to have a high government post in a post-Castro Cuba.”

The F-H “revelations” then led to this strange story -- “Frankhauser Reveals NSC, SWP, Minutemen Role in Kennedy Killing” -- that first appeared on page 5 of the 20 November 1975 issue of New Solidarity and was written by Scott Thompson. Although the article says it will be the first in a planned series, no other articles appeared. Perhaps by then the Security Staff either didn’t believe F-H or figured out that “George Payne” was really George Larrabee. I have no idea. But here I have excerpted the key sections of this story:

In a series of exclusive interviews with IPS [New Solidarity International Press Service] over the past month, former National Security Council operative Roy Frankhouser has provided information which conclusively demonstrates that the National Security Council planned and coordinated the Nov. 1963 assassination of President John F. Kennedy.

Frankhouser provided details of numerous assassination teams organized for the Kennedy and other operations by known agents of the CIA and FBI within groups ranging from the left-wing Socialist Workers Party (SWP) and the Communist Party (USA) to right-wing groups such as the paramilitary Minutemen, . . . This article, focusing on the Kennedy assassination role of the SWP and the Minutemen, is the first in a series of planned articles which will present the full story of the NSC-CIA role in that operation.

SWP Role

Frankhouser confirms that two agents within the SWP periphery, who also had ties to the Communist Party USA, were a direct part of the Kennedy operation. Frankhouser met the two, Ruth and John [sic] Paine, in 1960 when he was infiltrating the SWP in New York as an agent for the Mississippi White Citizens Council [WCC] and for then Mississippi [sic] Governor Patterson. [John Patterson was the governor of Alabama from 1959-63.] Both Paines have been closely linked to Lee Harvey Oswald (who described himself as the “patsy” in the Kennedy shooting moments before he was shot in the Dallas jail) by both the Warren Commission and by independent investigators of the assassination.
In the months preceding the assassination, the Paines lived with Marina and Lee Harvey Oswald in Dallas. It was Ruth Paine who constructed Oswald’s “radical” cover. She was the one who drove Oswald to Mexico City so that he could be photographed by the CIA in front of the Soviet Embassy. She also took Oswald to New Orleans where together they opened a franchise of the SWP front, Fair Play for Cuba, with the approval of SWP national leaders.

In New York, the Paines had recruited Frankhouser to a secret paramilitary leftist organization after a number of causal meetings at SWP functions. They told Frankhouser that the group had three goals: 1) to break Martin Luther King out of jail should he be arrested; 2) to kill Alabama Sheriff Bull Connor, then a notorious opponent of integration; and 3) to assassinate President Eisenhower if revolution could not be fomented legally, the Paines instructed Frankhouser to intensively study the SWP paper, The Militant, in order to learn the jargon of the left.

Actual military training for this group was conducted at Camp Midvale in the Ramapo Mountains of northern New Jersey. At the time, Midvale was a Communist Party USA-controlled camp. Although all of Frankhouser’s reports on this operation were turned over by Governor Patterson’s office to the FBI in Mississippi [sic], no arrests were made.

It was during this same period that Frankhouser first met Oswald at an International Scientific Socialist meeting in New York to which he was taken by the Paines.

**COMMENT**

There are numerous errors in the above paragraphs besides the obvious one that NS confused “George Payne” (George Larrabee) with Ruth and Michael Paine. Presumably the NCLC assumed that when Frankhouser was talking about someone named Payne, they assumed he must have meant Michael Paine although Thompson thinks Michael’s name was “John.” Nor could the Paines have introduced Frankhouser to anyone in New York in 1960 since they had both moved to Texas in 1959. Nor could Frankhouser have met Lee Harvey Oswald in New York City in 1960 since Oswald was in Russia during that time.

However the fact that Frankhouser signaled Camp Midvale is quite interesting. The Minutemen were obsessed with Camp Midvale and there was a major arrest of New York Minutemen in 1966 just as they were preparing a major attack on the camp. The raids were carried out by BOSSI, the New York police department’s squad devoted to political extremism of all stripes but best known as the “Red Squad.”

**HIGHJINKS IN THE BIG EASY?**

Picking up the text we encounter this:
"Frankhouser's second meeting with Oswald was at a CIA training camp near Lake Ponchatrain in Louisiana.

**The Minutemen Case**

Beginning in 1961, NSC [National Security Council] agents launched an operation in the right-wing Minutemen B founded a year earlier to prepare for guerilla warfare against an expected Communist takeover of the U.S. – which transformed the organization into a key NSC center for recruiting and coordinating the psychotic fringe of right-wing groups into a swarm of assassination teams, some of which were specifically selected and trained for the Kennedy assassination.

This takeover of the Minutemen was conducted under the auspices of FBI Operation COINTELPRO and CIA Operation Scorpio, and within a short time the entire Minutemen national executive committee was composed of agents B with the exception of the organization’s founder, Robert DePugh, who has remained a controlled dupe of the FBI ever since.

Frankhouser, at the time a CIA stringer, was himself deployed into the Minutemen, eventually becoming East Coast director of intelligence and national counterintelligence director.

Among the key figures in the Minutemen side of the Kennedy assassination operation was Ken Duggan, who was assistant director of Minutemen counterintelligence under Frankhouser. Also a CIA stringer, Duggan worked with the Buckley family network of Catholic fascist terrorists, recruiting Gusanos for the abortive Bay of Pigs invasion. Duggan also recruited and trained several teams in preparation for the Kennedy assassination.

Duggan, who later denounced the Buckleys, was murdered at New York’s Rikers Island prison approximately a month ago. He was in prison as a result of a frame-up on attempted murder charges brought by one George Wilkie, a protégé of leading members of the Buckley’s Conservative Party operation.

Also involved in the profiling and selecting members of the Kennedy and other assassination teams were two agents active in the Connecticut Minutemen: Vincent DePalma and Eugene Tabbett [sic]. DePalma had been a leading CIA assassination expert in Latin America before being planted in the FBI. The FBI, in turn, deployed him into the Minutemen where he quickly became a national figure. Tabbett [sic] had worked for the FBI in the Klan Bureau of Intelligence [KBI] before joining De Palma in Connecticut.

Among other operations of these right-wing assassination teams, two incidents became public: aborted attempts to assassinate Senator J. William Fulbright and to poison the United Nations headquarters in New York with cyanide.
Because of his intimate knowledge, Frankhauser has been a special target of brainwashing and assassination attempts.

His 1964 subpoena to testify before the Warren Commission was quashed by the FBI on “national security” grounds. At that time, Frankhouser was threatened by two Reading, Pennsylvania-based FBI agents, Kaufman and Davis, who told him that “if you release information on the Paines or the Commission, you’ll be in deep trouble with the FBI.” One day before their visit, Frankhauser was almost struck by two bullets fired through the window of his Reading home. . ."

BACK ON THE BAYOU

If Frankhouser's tale of knowing “Oswald” isn't strange enough, the 1975 article also claimed that Frankhouser had met Oswald again at “a CIA training camp” near Lake Ponchatrain. The first mention of any connection between Frankhouser, the Minutemen, and Lake Ponchatrain first appeared in the 18 January 1974 issue of New Solidarity under the headline “Minutemen Bed Down with LEAA” written by “Alex Ripley” [almost certainly Scott Thompson]. This article was written before the NCLC had any direct connection to F-H.

In it we read:

"Along with the rest of the Minutemen leadership, Frankhouser was on very close terms with the CIA's anti-Castro gusanos (worms) and he spent some time at their CIA-supervised training camp near Lake Ponchatrain, La. It was out of this circle that a number of top Minutemen were implicated by Garrison in his probe of the Kennedy assassination. It seems that the CIA camp at Lake Ponchatrain was training gusanos to kill Castro, and Kennedy had to use the FBI to shut it down after the CIA ignored his orders.

Frankhouser is presently the Pennsylvania Grand Dragon for [Robert] Sheldon’s United Klans of America and both Intelligence Chief and East Coast coordinator for De Pugh’s Minutemen operation. He is also a pastor for various fundamentalist cliques and was a featured speaker at the frequent White Unity rallies held over the last year."

This article seems almost certainly to have been based the 23 August 1973 article on Frankhouser in the Philadelphia Inquirer. (On F-H's history and his link to the Minutemen and rightwing Cubans, see “New Study” chapters “Unity Now” and “Black September” and the Frankhouser File” at http://laroucheplanet.info/pmwiki/pm...=MainWhatsNew.)

BANISTER AND THE MINUTEMEN

There was a possible Oswald link to the Minutemen in New Orleans that involved a top Minuteman named William Guy Banister. Born in Louisiana in 1901, Banister joined the FBI in the 1930s. In World War II, he worked for the Office of Naval Investigation (ONI)
before returning to the Bureau. He left the FBI in either 1954 or 1955 and returned to New Orleans, where he served as assistant superintendent of police until he was fired in 1957. Banister then created his own detective agency called Guy Bannister and Associates. He also published the Louisiana Intelligence Digest. In the early 1960s, Banister became the Louisiana coordinator for the Minutemen. He also helped form the Anti-Communist League of the Caribbean (ACL) in 1954, whose general counsel, Maurice Brooks Gatlin, was a close Banister associate.

In October 1957, the Anti-Communist League of the Americas (ACLA) operated out of suite 1605-07 of the Claiborne Towers in New Orleans. A copy of a letter I have found lists Maurice Gatlin as General Counsel in the United States. Gatlin signs one letter for “The Anti-Communista Committee of the Americas (Caribbean Division)” which suggests that the New Orleans office might have been the headquarters of an organization that had divisions in other parts of Latin America as well. On the stationary from the ACLA is listed “Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti.”

Banister and Gatlin also maintained some ties to George Lincoln Rockwell and Gatlin was reported to be Rockwell’s attorney in the region according to a June 1970 Ramparts story by William Turner, a former FBI agent and author of the book Power on the Right. Rockwell also sponsored a Hate Bus tour of New Orleans after a New Orleans-based English fascist named Michael Slatter visited Rockwell’s Virginia headquarters in March 1961 as reported in the book One More Victim on Dan Burros.

Given that Banister and Frankhouser were both 1) high figures in Minuteman counterintelligence; 2) both men gathered information on the Left on behalf of groups like the White Citizens Council; and 3) both men had ties to the Cuban exile underground, it is not at all implausible that Banister and Frankhouser did at least some mutual acquaintances.

One of Banister’s acquaintances seems to have been the real Lee Harvey Oswald. Oswald created his own Fair Play for Cuba Committee in the Big Easy in the summer of 1963 that he used to bolster his leftist credentials later that summer when he traveled to Mexico City. One Oswald Hands off Cuba leaflet that he distributed to get local press publicity was stamped with the address 544 Camp Street, New Orleans. In fact, 544 Camp Street and 531 Lafayette Places were separate entrances to the office of Guy Banister Associates.

As for Frankhouser’s claims that Ken Duggan, the Klan Bureau of Investigation’s Eugene Tabbutt, and the mysterious Vincent De Palma were all involved in training anti-Castro Cubans on behalf the CIA, the fact is that the Minutemen did in fact have close ties to the Cuban exiles and the Minutemen had an arms cache/training camp in Lake Ponchatrain. Like Frankhouser, Tabbutt also had strange ties to the world of the Shickshinny, Pennsylvania-based White Russian Knights of Malta.
Tabbutt's involvement in the Knights would also come up in the pages of *New Solidarity*. The NCLC's Security Staff was angry that Tabbutt and his fellow Shickshinny Knight Frank Capell [another quasi-private rightwing spook who ran his own journal called *Herald of Freedom* for years from Staten Island and later New Jersey] broke with the group's Grand Master Charles Pichel and pledged allegiance to another spinoff from the Knights headed by the exiled King Peter of Yugoslavia. In a 10 October 1978 article in *New Solidarity*, Scott Thompson denounced King Peter for getting "Zionist money" and claimed that Tabbutt had let Zionist agents into the KKK. Thompson also claimed that the Minuteman training camp in Louisiana had been donated by associates of the Jewish gangster, Meyer Lansky, who had held extensive gambling interests in Havana.

On 31 July 1963 -- a few months before the Kennedy assassination -- the FBI raided the Lake Pontchartrain property of William McLaney, the brother of Havana casino operator Mike McLaney, and seized an arms cache. In his book *Deep Politics*, Peter Dale Scott reports that the FBI also arrested Sam Benton who was Mike McLaney's intermediary with the Cuban exiles [and] along with Richard Lauchli, a co-founder of the Minutemen." According to Scott, the arms cache "was for a nearby Somoza-backed Cuban exile training camp." If so, this connection could well lead back to Banister's Anti-Communist League of the Caribbean which had a large Somoza presence.

The role the Somoza regime played in backing far right Cuban exiles was so controversial that it even threatened to destabilize Nicaragua's relations with its democratic neighbors in Costa Rica and Honduras who feared that the Cubans would ally with far-right forces in Central America and threaten their regimes. From a 25 September 1963 *New York Times* article “Latin Split Seen on Cuban Exiles”:

Fears have been expressed by high officials from Costa Rica and Honduras that the Cubans exiles, instead of concentrating their efforts against the Castro regime, will align themselves with ultra-conservative forces in Central America intent on overthrowing constitutional governments. This preoccupation has been expressed to Secretary of State Dean Rusk and other United States officials here and in Washington. . . .

According to reliable information, Nicaragua and Guatemala have become centers of considerable activity by Cubans formerly associated with the ousted President Fulgencio Batista, and with other right-wing groups. . . . In Nicaragua, former President Luis Anastasio Somoza Debáyle has come out in favor of building a new Cuban "liberation" movement under the leadership of Manuel Arttime Buesa, a top commander of the ill-fated Bay of Pigs invasion.

Mr. Arttime's men are said to be receiving generous military assistance and training from Gen. Anastasio Somoza, Jr., chief of staff of the Nicaraguan National Guard. . . . The former President of Nicaragua, now a Senator of the governing Liberal Party, recently traveled to Miami to rally Cuban exiles on behalf of Mr. Arttime. The Cuban rebel leader went to Nicaragua after denouncing the Kennedy Administration’s decision to end its financial assistance to the Cuban Revolutionary Council headed by Dr. José Miro Cardona.
The U.S. government raid on the Minuteman facility in Louisiana, then, seems part of the Kennedy Administration’s attempt to appease its liberal allies in Central America and to turn against the wing of the exile movement allied both to Somoza and organizations like Banister and Gatlin’s ACL, which, in turn, was the Central and Latin American wing of the then Asian Peoples Anti-Communist League (APACL), a notorious organization that united far right and neo-Nazi groups not just in Asia but in Latin America and Europe and which later became the World Anti-Communist League (WACL).

CONCLUSION

Frankhouser’s claims reported in New Solidarity story can easily be shown to be false. Yet it seems more than likely that as the East Coast head of Minutemen Counterintelligence, Frankhouser did spy on the radical left. Yet it seems that his actions were most likely done though his good friend Eugene Tabbutt who clearly ran a far right detective agency in Philadelphia, the National Detective Bureau which Tabbutt ran from 1958 to 1963, the time Frankhouser seems most active in trying to infiltrate the New York Left and the SWP.

This same Eugene Tabbutt later became head of the Klan Bureau of Intelligence (KBI) even as he apparently was trying to get money from the Anti-Defamation League. (Tabbutt may also have informed for the FBI. Although he was a key KKK figure he apparently was never called before HUAC to testify before the Committee although his name is mentioned.) Although Vincent DePalma is far more elusive than even Tabbutt, he also played a leading role in the Minutemen as I show in Appendix 2 of this post.

Finally, it seems 99% unlikely, but not completely impossible, that Frankhouser may have met the real Lee Harvey Oswald through the Bannister-Minuteman network. Ultimately in looking at Frankhouser, we are reminded yet again of how little we still know about the inner workings of groups on the far right and their ties both to anti-Castro exiles, Federal and State government agencies, quasi-private groups like the Anti-Communist League of the Caribbean, the Pichel Knights of Malta, and the WCC, or even shady businesses like the National Detective Bureau as well as murky figures like Frankhouser who managed to spend almost the entirety of his adult life working in this world both as an extremist, government informer, and frequently both simultaneously.

Appendix I: Who was Eugene Tabbutt?

As for Tabbutt: A summary of his FBI files contain this information:

Tabbutt, Eugene Harry

1. (Portland Maine and Philadelphia PA)
182-16-2874

1924-1929 -- Special Investigator to 4 former Directors of Public Safety, Philadelphia PD

1925 – Becomes KKK member

1929-1933 -- Investigator for law firm in Connaughton & Updike in WDC

1933-1937 -- Investigator in Charge of American Detective Agency, Philadelphia PA

1937-1939 -- Investigator, PA Dept of Justice

1940-1941 -- Investigator in Charge of US Army Signal Corps Intelligence:

Evidence disclosed by this investigation indicates that subject=s integrity and discretion, as well as is general character, are highly questionable. He is reported to have done investigative work for the KKK, to have attended an America First meeting, and to be on the mailing list of the German Library of Information, although there is no other evidence to question his loyalty, except reports that he will do anything for money. Termination was recommended and Tabbutt resigned.

1941-1945 -- Investigator, Aetna Casualty & Insurance Co.

1945-1948 -- Owned/operated National Detective Bureau, Philadelphia


1958-1963 -- Owned/operated National Detective Bureau, 5835 Willows Ave., Philadelphia PA

May 1963 -- Name appeared on list of ANP (American Nazi Party) Associate members

09/65 – KKK leader Shelton appointed Tabbutt Imperial Director, Klan Bureau of Investigation (KBI)

01/20/66 -- FBI notified Secret Service about Tabbutt due to report received that Tabbutt had discussed plan for assassinating LBJ

With respect to Tabbutt and Frankhouser, there is a document in Tabbutt's file which
contains a "name-deleted" and the number of spaces could easily be Frankhouser's name, especially since it also refers to this person as having "friends and supporters on the Reading PA Police Dept." There is also a barely readable handwritten notation near this person's name describing him as being associated with UKA.

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

1. "Tabbutt advised...he moved when still young to Portland Maine where he was employed by the Bell Telephone Company. He came to Philadelphia in 1922 and joined the police force at the time the Philly police force was being reorganized under the former Marine Corps (name deleted). He became a detective with the Philly PD and was used by the various heads of the Philly PD to investigate police corruption. Because of enemies made during one Grand Jury investigation, he decided that he had no future in the Philly PD and resigned. He has been a private detective ever since with the exception of a period in 1940-1941 when he was employed by the Federal Government in a security capacity at the Philly Signal Depot...In Sept 1965, he was appointed chief of the Klan Bureau of Investigation by Robert Shelton, head of the United Klans of America, Inc., Knights of the KKK."

2. Note: The Bureau's review of Federal personnel records indicated that in July 1942, during his service at the Philly Signal Depot he was "suspended without pay for administrative reasons" pending an investigation concerning his suitability and then subsequently terminated 5/11/43 as a "resignation" --- but the resignation was due to his KKK membership and a report from PA Motor Police which stated that Tabbutt "has a bad reputation, poor character, and is dishonest."

FBI INTERVIEW OF TABBUTT 9/23/65 FOR INFO RE: MINUTEMEN, KKK, ETC.:

Tabbutt acknowledged membership in both groups but..... "At this time Tabbutt claimed that he had an ulterior motive in participating in both the above-named groups. This motive was to gather inside information concerning both groups for a book he is writing. He also stated that he had an obligation to furnish any information developed to a local leader of B'nai B'rith."

"During this interview, Tabbutt advised he was born in 1903 in Lubec, Maine, and remained in Lubec located on the Canadian border across from Campobello. He advised that in his childhood he was a playmate of the late President FDR, whose estate, Campobello, was directly across a bay from the Tabbutt residence."

"Tabbutt advised that he intends to raise the question of the death of Daniel Burros, deceased Grand Dragon of New York who committed suicide in Reading PA. Tabbutt stated that to the best of his recollection, Burros was left-handed, but he was shot in the right temple and chest with the gun found in his right hand...He advised that he had received a call from a girlfriend of Burros and a NY Klansman named (name deleted) who wished to talk to him in NYC about the 'murder of Burros'. Tabbutt alleged that...Burros was killed by (name deleted). Grand Dragon of New Jersey UKA when they ascertained from a newspaper article that Burros was of Jewish background."
In a 11 October 1965 letter to NY KKK cited in the HUAC report, On KBI members, Dan Burros described Tabbutt this way in a leaflet written for a KKK talk in New York City that is reprinted in the HUAC report:

The Imperial Director of the KBI has forty years of police experience. He was once chief of a military intelligence agency, was a government investigator, was with the Philadelphia Police, was an investigator for the state of Penn. and has considerable electronics experience. This very knowledgeable man will address our meeting, and later will hold a special course for N.Y. KBI personnel only."

Burros continues:

We will also have as a guest the Grand Dragon of Penn. This man is a real hero of ours, who had his eye torn out by gangsters in the pay of communists." This was Roy Frankhouser.

Appendix 2: Who was Vincent DePalma?

Although Vincent De Palma’s background remains mysterious, he his name crops up in a fascinating way in the 1979 Final Report of the U.S. House Select Committee on Assassinations. In its section on Martin Luther King, assassinated on 4 April 1968.

From the HSCA Report (pgs. 375-77) also available on line from History Matters:

1. RIGHTWING EXTREMIST ORGANIZATIONS

The committee investigated rightwing, segregationist, extremist groups and individuals to find out if their outspoken opposition to Dr. King and their demonstrated propensity for violence might have resulted in their involvement in the assassination. FBI files on the Minutemen, Ku Klux Klan, and other extremist organizations were examined and while the committee found no evidence that these organizations had anything to do with the assassination, the committee did discover conspiracy allegations that warranted additional field investigation beyond that performed in the original investigation.

(a) The Minutemen

A review of F131 files on the Minutemen revealed a possible plot against Dr. King's life that had received some attention by law enforcement officials shortly before Dr. King’s death.

On January 15, 1968, Vincent DePalma, a close associate of Robert B. DePugh, the founder of the Minutemen, told a Denver agent of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) that he had defected from the Minutemen and wished to supply infuriation. DePalma revealed that there were 19 Minutemen strike teams across the United States assigned to assassinate several prominent persons, including Dr. King, in
the event DePugh was ever imprisoned. According to DePalma, the Minutemen also planned to incite race riots in the summer of 1968. After it received this information from the ATF, the FBI attempted unsuccessfully to locate DePalma, who had said he was moving to Oregon. As for DePugh, he disappeared in February 1968 following his indictment by a Federal grand jury in Seattle, Wash., for conspiracy to commit bank robbery.

The FBI made no further attempts to investigate the threat until shortly after Dr. King's assassination, when one of DePalma's Minutemen associates, Edward Baumgardner, told a reporter that the artist's drawing of the suspected assassin resembled DePalma. Baumgardner was interviewed several times by the FBI. He said that he and DePalma were members of a Minutemen strike team that had been formed at a training camp in Colorado during the summer of 1967. Baumgardner repeated the information that DePalma had provided ATF and said DePalma had been assigned the code name Willard. (James Earl Ray used the alias "John Willard" when renting a room in a rooming house in Memphis on April 4, 1968.)

DePalma was located by the FBI several days after Dr. King was killed. He again detailed information on the Minutemen strike teams that had targeted Dr. King and on Minutemen plans to precipitate race riots in the summer of 1968 as a means of facilitating a takeover of the Government.

Work records showed that DePalma was in Newport, R.I., on April 4, 1968. Information he furnished during 3 days of interviews was verified by several FBI offices. DePugh and his chief associate in the Minutemen, Walter Peyson, remained fugitives until their capture in July 1969. There was nothing in the FBI files to reflect they were ever interviewed regarding possible involvement of the Minutemen in the assassination of Dr. King.

The committee found that the DePalma lead had not been fully investigated by the FBI, so it examined it anew. It found that DePalma had been murdered in an unsolved gangland slaying in January 1978 in Los Angeles. The committee did locate and interview four persons who had attended the Colorado training camp in the summer of 1967. Both Jerry Brooks, an associate of DePugh's for at least 12 years, and Mary Tollerton, DePugh's secretary until late 1967, denied knowing of any plot to kill Dr. King.

Although Brooks told of other assassination plots by the Minutemen and of intelligence files on Dr. King and other "subversives," Tollerton claimed that these activities were not serious. Tollerton added that DePugh had trouble keeping the organization together in 1968 while avoiding capture, so he could not have been involved in Dr. King's assassination. Walter Peyson and Robert DePugh, brought to Washington under subpoena, testified under oath that they were not involved in any plot to kill Dr. King. They insisted that all discussions of assassination plots and strike teams were mere paper propaganda. Both Peyson and DePugh also explained that because DePalma and Baumgardner were believed to be infiltrators, they were often fed false information.
As a final investigative step, the committee compiled a list of all individuals associated with the Minutemen in the cities visited by James Earl Ray following his escape in April 1967 from the Missouri State Penitentiary. This list was cross-checked against a list of known or possible Ray associates. The results were negative.

Based on the testimony it heard, interviews with the assistant U.S. Attorney who prosecuted DePugh and Peyson in 1966 and ATF agents who had encountered DePugh, extensive file reviews and the Ray associates name check, the committee concluded there was insufficient evidence to indicate that the Minutemen were involved in Dr. King’s death.

Meet "Purple Haze" and "Honeywell"

Folks it doesn’t get any better than this. In my view, this is a MUST to be listed on LaRouchePlanet.


Here is the unbelievably stupid LC view of Roy Frankhouser as James Bond. First what is amazing in August 1987 is that they STILL can’t spell his name correctly. His actual name is spelled F-R-A-N-K-H-O-U-S-E-R and NOT F-R-A-N-K-H-A-U-S-E-R for goodness sake. It's "HOUS" and not "HAUS." When Roy testified to HUAC in 1966, they spelled his name correctly. It’s not a total mystery. Also the court document seems to have been screwed up. Take a look at the end of page 19 and then try to read page "20A." It looks as if a line or more has somehow disappeared.

King summarizes some of this in his book which is taken straight from this document but he can't do justice to the real thing. Neither could Tolstoy. Just to get a sense of how astonishingly stupid, Jeff ("Purple Haze") and Paul ("Honeywell") are, just read the introductory paragraph. First, F-H never was on any NSC deployment. It is, however, possible that via the Minutemen he had some connections to the Bay of Pigs. The Philadelphia Inquirer reported that in the late 1960s he ran a Minuteman training camp that included Cubans and the Minutemen were involved with the exiles. So I take a pass on whether or not he knew Garcia-Kholy.

But it is amazing that "NCLC researchers" found a 1962 Pravda article saying that an "R. Frankhauser" was expelled from the US Embassy in Moscow for spying. Maybe an "R Frankhauser" was expelled but it's Roy Frankhouser. But everyone knows that in 1962 our Roy was actively involved in George Lincoln Rockwell's American Nazi Party and had his name in the papers repeatedly for his involvement with the ANP. Nor did Roy Frankhouser, as far as I know, ever claim that he was a spy in Moscow in 1962.
Not even he was that crazy.

It is also amazing that in 1975 when Frankhouser told his story about "Payne" he was actually accusing Carol's former husband of having something to do with JFK's assassination! Yet this is their great spy.

And this is just the lead paragraph.

---

_Last edited by Hylozoic Hedgehog; 03-06-2009 at 11:27 AM._

**Carol and Roy: Now for some real fun . . .**

Hey, ya'll, ready for another trip to funky town?

On page 130 of Wohlforth's memoir, he reports that LaRouche lived in the “Village with Carol Larrabee (Schnitzler, White), a woman who had joined the SWP during the regroupment period.”

In _Lyndon LaRouche and the New American Fascism_ (p. 199), Dennis King writes: But Roy knew how to integrate himself with leftists from his experience infiltrating himself with leftists from his experience in the early 1960s. (He claims that he first met LaRouche then, but LaRouche denies it.)"

Can we reconcile these two statements?

Hey, we're in funky town? So here we go:

I knew the name “Larrabee” rang a bell as soon as Borismaglev mentioned it but it took a little while for me to make sure. However I had totally forgotten about Carol’s using the name and the thought never crossed me that she was married before meeting LaRouche. I assumed “Larrabee” was a party name until a friend then mentioned that he thought she was married to a Larrabee after I e-mailed the friend about Borismaglev’s comments.

This fact then led me back to something that I had known about a “Larrabee” in the SWP, who I believe was almost certainly George Larrabee. And believe it or not, this name led me back to Frankhouser. But until now it never crossed my mind that this same George Larrabee was most likely married to Carol.


Larrabee was like Carol recruited to the SWP in the “regroupment tactic.” In 1957 Larrabee was chairman of something called the National Committee for a United
Socialist Alliance headed by the Reverend Hugh Weston of Boston. As for Larrabee’s background, in the 6 February 1966 NYT, Larrabee was interviewed at one of the early anti-war protests by former Vets over the Vietnam War. At that time he was 31, meaning that he was born in 1935. He came from a long time Vermont family that traced its roots back to the Revolutionary War. At the rally Larrabee held an American flag embroidered with a large “76” on it. Larrabee explained to the Times: “There were at least four Larrabees in the Battle of Bennington in 1776, so I thought it would be appropriate to bring this personal trophy along today.”

Larrabee further stated that he had been a member of the 505th Airborne of the US Army. [The 505th Airborne was a brigade unit of the 82nd Airborne Division, a fact that will become important later.] Larrabee told the Times that he was now working as a commercial artist in New York City. (The protest, BTW, was led in part by Keith Lampe, another vet -- a former artillery officer in Korea -- who became a Queens College teacher and then played a significant role in the Yippies before getting into ecology and changing him name to “Ponderosa Pine.” Boy there were some good drugs in the 60s. . .)

According to ISR, Larrabee had just moved to New York from Boston. He immediately became involved in “regroupment” (remember that all this took place in the wake of the CPSU XXth Congress in 1956). In ISR, he says people interested in socialism should write to “Tim Wohlforth, 305 East 21St” in NYC.

Larrabee then became a founding member of what eventually became the YSA, the first attempt of the SWP to rebuild a youth cadre during the regroupment period. (The YSA was officially formed at a Philadelphia conference in April 1960.) The precursor to the YSA, however, had been established in NYC as a coalition of left groupings sometime in October 1957. I also believe he and Carol must have met sometime in the late 1950s and that when Carol called herself “Carol Larrabee,” she was the wife (common law or not) of George Larrabee.

ENTER FRANKHOUSER

In June 1967, a Philadelphia FBI agent named William Edward Davis filed a report on Roy Frankhouser after Frankhouser (from here F-H) claimed

“he had information of value to New Orleans DA GARRISON in his investigation of the KENNEDY assassination. Person answering to subject’s description involved in armed holdup in Baltimore 10/29/66. SUBJECT IN POSSESSION OF NUMEROUS WEAPONS AND IS CONSIDERED MENTALLY UNSTABLE. HE SHOULD BE CONSIDERED EXTREMELY DANGEROUS.”

[A report from Baltimore says the robbery was done by someone who fled in a 1966 Chevrolet registered to a HOWARD JOSEPH LUDY. Ludy was very active in the NSRP and the United Klans of America (UKA). It is not clear if the Baltimore authorities thought Ludy had done the holdup or if someone had used his car. The car, registered
in Ludy’s name, was abandoned about a block and a half from the robbery of a Baltimore supermarket.]

But what was the JFK connection:

PH-T-I stated on March 31, 1967, that Roy FRANKHOUSER had expressed a desire to get from his (FRANKHOUSER’s) files and records, which are in a secure place but not readily available, some letters from a man named PAYNE (phonetic). [Recall that Michael Paine, Ruth Paine’s husband – HH] FRANKHOUSER stated that he intended to send them to New Orleans Parish District Attorney GARRISON for his assistance in the investigation he is conducting into the assassination of President KENNEDY. FRANKHOUSER did not say what connection these letters had with the assassination, if any.”

The report continues:

PH T-6 advised April 5, 1967, that ROY FRANKHOUSER attended a meeting of about 60 to 75 people in Media, Pa., on March 23, 1967, at which he publicly stated that he had given information to two FBI agents concerning the assassination of President KENNEDY. He said that he had offered to testify before the Warren Commission but was never called because the FBI suppressed his evidence, which had to do with a man named PAYNE. FRANKHOUSER said he had met PAYNE while infiltrating communist training schools in the area.”

[Former Swarthmore student Michael Paine was in the late 1950s a Quaker. He and his wife Ruth was with the AFSC group in Philly that met some visiting Russians to the city. She was also close to “Pendle Hill” an AFSC group in Pennsylvania that was led by a fervent anti-anti-Communist. The Quakers also defended CPUSA teachers who were dismissed by the Philadelphia school system. So F-H’s idea of “communist training schools” could well include the AFSC network which also supported civil rights. As an aside, Michael’s father was a leading independent Trotskyist from a famous New England family. The father is George Lyman Paine. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Lyman_Paine_Jr -- BUT WAS MICHAEL PAYNE ACTUALLY MICHAEL PAINE OR WAS A DIFFERENT PAYNE/PAINE MEANT BY F-H? We will soon see that things are not what they might first appear in funky town . . . HH]

Continuing the FBI report:

“PH-T-1 on May 13, 1967, advised that FRANKHOUSER had made further inquiries regarding what he referred to as the “PAYNE letters.” FRANKHOUSER insisted they had to be in his files because they could only be there or in the custody of ED LOTZ, and LOTZ denied having them. FRANKHOUSER said that he had been in touch with “GARRISON” and he expected to be subpoenaed. It is very urgent that he find these letters.
PH T-1 advised May 16, 1967, that an exhaustive search had been conducted of FRANKHOUSER’s correspondence files, which contain mostly very old material, including propaganda of many white supremacy groups, but that nothing had been located relating to the assassination of President KENNEDY, New Orleans, or Dallas, or anything else that appeared to be the material FRANKHOUSER said he had. The name PAYNE, or any variation thereof, had not been located in any of FRANKHOUSER’s material.

LARRABEE AND FRANKHOUSER

PH T-1 advised on May 20, 1967, that FRANKHOUSER had located the following material:

1) A membership card in the Young Socialist League (undated) in the name ROY Houser.

It is the second item, however, that interests us most. It is a carbon copy of a letter dated “March 23, 1960.”

I cite the letter in full with bracketed inserts for explanation:

“Dear Comrade BARRETT:

Hearing of the formation of the Socialist Discussion Club at the University of Iowa through the Young Socialist, and that you were the chairman of it, the undersigned sends fraternal greetings.

This is because, like yourself, we are former paratroopers (82nd Airborne Division) and thought it fitting that we should let you know that former members of a military brotherhood that you once belonged to are also with you in a youth movement that oppose Militarism and War but which nonetheless may be called upon in the carrying out of its liberoly [I think this is a reference to “free the oppressed” – I think a motto describing the mission of the 82nd Airborne – HH] task to display courage and daring even greater than that required by the Paratroops.”

[I believe this is a reference to the SWP’s very important involvement with Robert F. Williams Monroe North Carolina NAACP chapter which adopted armed self-defense. Some members of the SWP/FPFC also helped Williams escape to exile in Cuba. I think the idea is that the SWP was prepared to assist Williams in all ways and this was a kind of hint to the knowing. – HH]

We continue:

GEORGE LARRABEE (PFC 105th A.T.R. 82nd Airborne [19]51-53) is an editorial Board Member of the Young Socialist and Young Socialist Supporters National Committee under the name of GEORGE PAYNE. (See Young Socialist March issue
So it seems clear that the PAYNE in question was actually NOT Michael Paine BUT GEORGE PAYNE (a/k/a George Larrabee).

In fact, although I can’t go into it here, I think F-H believed that the SWP had indeed set up some kind of paramilitary underground via YSA/FPFC and that he somehow wanted to link all this to Lee Harvey Oswald’s involvement in the SWP and FPFC, an organization that had a very strong SWP presence. – HH]

We continue with the letter:

“ROY FRANKHouser ( ) [F-H apparently failed to fill out in the original form – HH.] still jumps with the Pennsylvania Airborne Rangers, but only as part of the air rescue branch [Note: this was well before F-H lost his eye in a bar fight – HH] of the Rangers, not the commando end of it. The air rescue team will parachute to the assistance of any plane crash survivors irrespective of their military or civilian status.

As an organizer for the ILGWU and as a Socialist, I, GEORGE LARRABEE have met three veterans of the World War II 82nd Airborne, two union organizers, the other a member of the Socialist Workers Party. Having met many other veterans in these categories, and looking upon ourselves, could this mean something?

/s/ GEORGE LARRABEE /s/ (Unsigned)
George Larrabee ROY FRANKHouser, JR.
New York City, N.Y. Reading, Pa.”

The FBI report then continues:

“The above-mentioned source advised June 9, 1967, that ROY FRANKHouser had reviewed the above two items and appeared overjoyed that they had been located. FRANKHouser indicated that these were the items he had been looking for to send to New Orleans District Attorney GARRISON in the near future. This source pointed out, as he has in the past, that FRANKHouser is a liar, a braggart, and often makes impressive statements he never carries out.”

Another FBI document revealed that the FBI informant was almost certainly someone named CANARIS. After looking at the two items, the FBI concluded: “The contents do not make sense and do not appear to be related in any way to the assassination of President Kennedy.”

"ROY HAUSER" AND THE YSL

As for "Roy Hauser's" membership card in the Young Socialist League (YSL), the FBI checked its sources and got this convoluted explanation:
The 3/1/59 issue of the “Young Socialist Challenge” published on page 3 of “Labor Action,” an official publication of the Independent Socialist League (ISL) contained an article concerning the creation of the YSL, which pointed out that at a unity conference occurring 2/12-14/54, at Labor Action Hall, New York, N.Y., a merger conference between the Young People’s Socialist League (YPSL) and the Socialist Youth League (SYL). The new organization was named the YSL.

T-1 on 6/15/54 made available the minutes of the YSL’s National Action Committee meeting on 4/13/54, which reflected that one S. SITEMAN, “Chairman of the SP (Socialist Party) Youth Committee,” had objected to a statement appearing in “Commerce,” a New York University journal, which indicated that the YPSL merged with the SYL to form the YSL. He explained that YPSL did not merge with anyone, that it continued to exist as the youth action of the SP. He explained that a small group of the YPSL was dropped, expelled or suspended from that organization and joined the SYL, which he characterized as the youth group of the “Trotskyite ISL.” [I believe the ISL was the renamed Schachtman Workers’ Party before Schachtman liquidated it. I think the ISL may be the group that didn’t agree with liquidation and may have been affiliated with people like Hal Draper – HH]. He explained that after these few former members of the YPSL joined the SYL, the SYL then proceeded to change its name for its own purposes.

On 4/9/56 T-2 advised as follows:

The YSL has frequently worked in close sympathetic cooperation with the ISL toward similar objectives, although each major issue given mutual consideration is decided upon by these organizations individually. The YSL serves as an apprenticeship for the ISL, but ISL selection of members from YSL ranks is made on an individual and personal basis. In many instances YSL members are also members of the ISL. The YSL and the ISL utilize the same printing house at New York City and the YSL publication is printed as an insert in “Labor Action.” Frequently lecturers before the YSL are ISL members.

The 9/22/58 issue of “Young Socialist Challenge,” which appeared as page 5 of “Labor Action,” contained an undated statement from the National Action Committee of the YSL which indicated that the YSL had been dissolved. The statement appeared under the caption “Join the Young Peoples Socialist League,”

The YPSL is probably known as the youth affiliate of the Socialist Party – Social Democratic Federation.”

But clearly during the “regroupment” period, some youth from this milieu like Wohlforth were organized by Murry and Myra Tanner Weiss to become the first wave of leaders for the new YSA that would be founded in April 1960.

WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?

The idea that “ROY HAUSER” managed to infiltrate the YSL reflects the fact that F-H
spent most of his life infiltrating extremist groupings. In the late 1950s and early 1960s the far right was desperate to reverse the civil rights struggle in the South. One way they wanted to stop civil rights was by portraying integration as a Communist Plot. Thus their intense interest in groups like the CP, SWP, AFSC, SCLC, etc. It also seems safe to assume that they also genuinely believed that integration was a Communist Plot. Therefore groups like the White Citizens Councils etc. looked to use the extreme left to “red-bait” the entire movement. And in point of fact, the Left was heavily involved in the most extreme and potentially violent wing of the movement as represented by both Robert Williams (a former Marine) and the Deacons of Defense. So Frankhouser, who at one point also claimed to be employed as an agent of the WCC, had plenty of motive not just for infiltrating the Left but also for encouraging its more extreme elements by using the fact that he had been trained in the military as well.

Therefore I suspect F-H tried to exploit his paratrooper ties with George Larrabee. (Larrabee served a few years before F-H and the two men could not have met in the military.) I also think it possible that the SWP/FPFC was looking for people who might be useful in creating some kind of civil rights underground to support people like Williams. I believe F-H believed he somehow had inside information on this network and by showing his membership card in the YSL and his letter showing his ties to Larrabee/GEORGE PAYNE he wanted to persuade first the Warren Commission and then Garrison that (ex-Marine) Lee Harvey Oswald was himself part of a violent Communist Underground Movement.

As for Larrabee, it should be said clearly that there is NO evidence that he was involved in anything but being duped by F-H. Larrabee certainly couldn’t be part of COINTELPRO because it didn’t begin inside the SWP until October 1961. Of course anyone could be a government agent but Larrabee clearly seems more someone whom F-H was trying to set up and not work with.

Now was George Larrabee the husband of “Carol Larrabee”?

I think the odds are quite likely for reasons I have outlined.

What we don’t know for sure is if Carol and George Larrabee hooked up before or after F-H targeted Larrabee. It is just now impossible to know. It might well be that Carol met Larrabee after his encounter with F-H. However, my sense is that for F-H, George Larrabee was a “high value target” so it is hard to say. What is clear is that by sometime in 1961-62, F-H was going out of his way to be arrested and make headlines in Pennsylvania as a Nazi devotee of George Lincoln Rockwell. Once F-H so publicly “outed himself” as a Nazi in the national wires, it is hard to believe he could maintain any deception with the SWP.

So at the end of the day, we are left with the astonishing possibility that Carol actually encountered Roy F-H without knowing it, so to speak, sometime in the New York YSA/SWP world in the late 1950s and early 1960s. For the same reason, it is also not at all impossible that F-H met LaR in this same circle and – like Carol – LaRouche would
not remember meeting F-H but F-H would remember him.

After all, it was Roy’s job was to spy on the SWP both for fun and profit. And in funky
town, almost anything goes.

HH

RESEARCH NOTE: Anyone who wishes to see the original FBI reports on F-H that I
cite should to to the Mary Ferrell Foundation website
at http://www.maryferrell.org/mffweb/ar...ncedResults.do. You can type in F-H’s name.
His files came up as part of the Foundation’s incredible archiving of things related to the
JFK Assassination in particular. It is a mind-boggling collection. The MFF costs
something like $35-40 for a full year’s access but you are supporting a good cause and
if you are interested in the convoluted politics of America it can be addictive fun.
NOTE ONE – THIS IS A FACTNET DISCUSSION ON SWEDEN AND THE ELC INCLUDING REPORTED FUNDING OF THE ELC AS WELL AS A REPORT BY THE SWEDISH POLICE. BOTH REPORTS ARE BY A FORMER ELC MEMBER IN SWEDEN KNOWN AS “EUROPEAN”

SWEDISH FUNDING OF ELC

Here is a Wiki post -- translated from Swedish so "Enerstrom" comes out as "Power."

Alf Enertech Power, born August 7, 1929 in Uppsala, a Swedish doctor, and leader of a campaign against Olof Palme under the name Social Democratic opposition in the 1970s. At this time, he was married to actress Giò Petra.

[Edit] From the socialist to the extremist right-wing

For the 1970 - and 1980's Alf Enertech Power one of the country's most famous right-wing extremists. He was seen as a key player in the circle of activists linked to the Labor Party (EAP) and other extremist groups that year after year ran an uncompromising hate camping against then Prime Minister Olof Palme. Enertech Power was an odd figure in this context, since he had a background in social democracy in the 1960s. Sometime in the late 1960s, however, he left the party and ended up in conflict with Palme. He received broad support from all sorts of right-wing extremists and Palm Hostile groups. He was initially strongly critical of Olof Palme and SAP. He felt that they would be persecuted by the same for their critical views.

[Edit] From Palme hater to DOGMATISM

The criticism came in time to be further developed and deepened the hatred. The first event Enertech Power sees as persecution occurred in 1975, an illegal search. In May, stormed police champ in Arvika with ten men on Sölje Manor in Värmland. They got in through the windows in the dining room and searched the manor 24 rooms. The action resulted in Enertech Power JO-registered event. Police Master conceded in its reply to the Ombudsman that he knew that the basis for the search warrant was not but to have at the time chose not to care about this. JO waived the case without action.

Shortly thereafter forced taken care Alf Enertech's eldest son, Ulf, autumn 1975. It was the Social Welfare Board in Arvika that decisions on the disposal of Ener’s one p.m. year old son. The family lived Enertech Power still on Sölje mansion. That this decision was actually Palmes, considered Enertech Power latter have come to through contacts at Health and Welfare and the Ministry of Social Affairs.

The s-noticed the Chairman of the Social Welfare Board will be under Enertech's data on this occasion to have called him to propose a change. Alf Enertech Power would get her son back to his left agitate against Palme and the party. This call should have been
made prior to the election campaign starting in 1976. The alleged blackmail of family Enertech Power had the opposite effect. Spouses Enertech Power intensified its efforts to educate the public about what they perceived as dictatorial tendencies in SAP. Dictatorship Trends according Enertech Power himself have led to “the socialists” took from him his supply company doctor at the CF. Enertech Power page stated that staff submitted a petition in support of him, but that list demo conspicuously to have trashed.

Despite the family's intensive efforts to have contact with his son Ulf was not him again in 15 years. Parents were allowed to not know where he was. They reached the rumors that he started to abuse in a constant walking between different institutions. In 1985, the then authorities Ulf forced out of mental hospitals for a year as a result of two self-attempted murder. A third suicide attempt, however, to succeed, several years later.

Over 16 years played a kurragömmalek from Enertech’s perspective. Four days before his death to be the son Ulf having visited his father at Sölje mansion and told me that he felt threatened. On July 7, 1992 was Ulf Enertech Power called for a social assistant Ingrid Karlsson on social office in Arvika, but the meeting was postponed by two days. Department had received a protest letter about the case. After the meeting called Ulf not he promised his father. In the evening, July 9, he was dead. Enertech Power himself felt that SAP with Olof Palme in tip engaging a campaign against him, they limited their economic opportunities. As part of this campaign to SAP also have tried to sabotage the Doctor Enertech’s ability to conduct private reception to force the pair to its knees economically. Among other alleged water supply to Ener’s Medical have been shut down. The alleged persecution does not stop here.

According to Ener's Olof Palme would have continued to pursue their most effective critics Alf Enertech Power and Giò Petra. Both claim that they have been victims of attempted murder. A stationary car flying start and rushed straight against Giò Petra summer 1979 and "just good fortune" was that she did. Alf Enertech Power says they have been close to being hit by a bullet in 1981 in Stockholm.

After Palmemordet 1986, Enertech Power early suspect but he soon removed from the suspects.

In November 2003, when he was evicted from his apartment, shot a police Enertech Power in the hand. For this Enertech Power was sentenced in March 2004 for psychiatric care for homicide trials. He could keep his läkarlegitimation that he used to, from within the hospital, print recipes on drugs for their medpatienter. When this became known revoked Enertech’s läkarlegitimation in September 2005.

Nowadays Enertech Power believes that he "for many years been subjected to harassment and attempted murder and rigged trials orchestrated by the Swedish political nomenklatura led by Prime Minister Göran Persson."

Last edited by Hylozoic Hedgehog; 03-17-2009 at 07:24 AM.
EUROPEAN REPLIES:

He was a "contact" and political ally of the movement in Sweden.

Alf Enerström was big in the 70s and 80s when he ran the so called "Socialdemocratic opposition" that was campaigning against Olof Palme. If he was nuts then, I don’t know. He was quite big and built a network which included some quite rich people. He sponsored the Swedish organization with about 100000-200000 dollar, all in all. That funds was used by the EAP for campaigns for nuclear power. [my emphasis – HH]

In the 90s, when I knew him, he was just nuts. A conspiratorial person, that kind of person that would want to be the center of the world in just about everything. A typical male chauvinist "wife-beater" type.

In the end of the 90s the movement in Sweden cut off all contact with him.

He ended his political career some years ago when the police came in to get him, after some financial fraud I believe. With nothing more on than a pot on his head and a dirty t-shirt he half-naked threatened the police with a soft air gun, and was arrested!

Half naked with a used pot from the kitchen on his head, the ex. ally of EAP in Sweden took farewell of Swedish history and ended up in jail!

/T

EUROPEAN SUMMARY OF SWEDISH POLICE REPORT

A quick summary

A summary of what is in the report! I got a bit tired when writing about it in the end, so ask me if you need to clarify anything!

/T

------------------------------------


An official report of the Swedish Government.

The report starts out by stating that EAP, Europeiska Arbetarpartiet, is the strangest political organization that has existed in Sweden during the postwar period. Its political method has been based largely on "strange proposals, conspiracy theories and personal attacks against politicians with slanders" and that method has basically made it
totally impossible for EAP to have any real political influence in Sweden

EAP is described as a part of the worldwide LaRouche movement. The report says that this is very correct, EAP cant be viewed only as a Swedish organization. It is not an "independent political organization... it is entirely a part of the international LaRouche movement."

So who is LaRouche, they ask. LaRouche was born in 1922 and was a member of the SWP from the end of the 40s until 1957 or 1964. A person that knew LaRouche in the SWP described him like this: LaRouche had a gargantuan ego. Convinced he was a genius, he combined his strong conviction in his own abilities with an arrogance expressed in the cadences of upper-class New England. He assumed that the comment in the Communist Manifesto that "a small section of the ruling class cuts itself adrift, and joins the revolutionary class..." was written specifically for him. And he believed that the working class was lucky to obtain his services.(Wohlforth, Tim: "A '60's Socialist Takes A Hard Right." (http://www.publiceye.org/larouche/Wohlforth.htm))

In the end of the 60s LaRouche collected a group of students around him in the SDS. He called his undergroup the SDS-Labor Committees. The movement spread to Europe and came to Sweden around 1973. It should be noted, the report says, that several of the first members were Americans that had come to Sweden as deserters that did not want to participate in the war in Vietnam. These deserters were organized in the ADC, American deserters Committee. ADC was a suborganization to SDS, like the LaRouche ranch of it was too. One of these deserters were regarded as a CIA-agent by the leftist already back in 1968 and got a position as a leader in the EAP. By this we do not mean that the person really was a CIA-agent, the report writes.

About 1973 the Swedes in the ELC started to publish the magazines Ny Solidaritet och Internationella Bulletinen. From the beginning the magazines were stating that the Labor Committees were "the only REAL revolutionary force that exists today in the world".

In the beginning the ELC/EAP made it clear that it was friendly to the Soviet Union and the organization wanted to expand the COMECON to Western Europe.

POLITICAL PARTIES

In 1976 there is a GLOBAL shift, the report tells. This year the EAP is founded in Germany and in Sweden and the US labor Party in USA. In January 1976 the Europeiska Arbetarpartiet proudly declared in the Ny Solidaritet: Join EAP, Build an international Communistparty!

The EAP/ELC apparently had the idea to merge all communist parties in Europe but the other leftists were not interested in that. The other leftists regarded EAP as provocateurs. In the fall 1974 the KFML(r) chairman Frank Baude declared that the ELC had all characteristics of an organization that exists only as provocateurs. Baude asked
the question who was behind this organization and concluded that it could be CIA or
KGB.

In January 1975 the Socialdemocratic Youth organization kicked out one member that
was a member of the ELC too. By this time most leftists in Sweden regarded ELC as a
CIA-operation. The police had a different view, as we shall later see.

The EAP was remarkably friendly to the Swedish political right, when the left, and the
Social democrats, lost the election in 1976. No other communist party acted like them.
Around 1976 much of the rhetoric changed and the EAP described itself more as
industrialists and campaigned for a New Economic World order based on nuclear
energy.

But it was not their ideas which led to the press coverage that ELC got around 1974 to
1976. It was the methods. The ELC tried to infiltrate other leftist groups and tried to
break up the public meetings they had too, and the ELC already from the beginning had
lots of totally wild conspiracy theories that it combined with nasty verbal attacks on
public figures. Internationally it was Kissinger and Rockefeller and the British Royal
family that were the main enemies. In Europe Brandt, Kresiky, Soares, Mitterand and
Olof Palme. These individuals were described as CIA-agents, war criminals and dope
pushers and supporters of terrorists.

But not only politicians were attacked. The chief of the Swedish National Police, Car
Persson were declared to be “directly tied to international terrorism” in june 1976 and
the sociologist Joakim Israel were described as “the Jew that became a Nazi”... The
EAP attacked Israel much and declared in 1976 that it was America that ran the
international terrorism via The National Security Agency. Of course led by Rockefeller
and Kissinger.

The EAP tried to ally with the APK, the communist party that were friendly to the Soviet
union. But it did not work out well.

Around 1977 to 1978 the EAP created the FKU, Föreningen för Kärnkraftens
Utveckling. With this front organization it wanted to stir up a debate about nuclear
power. By now the EAP declared that they were positive to a “capitalist society”. This
campaign continued up until the beginning of the 80s.

Around 1980 there was a new shift and the security policy and defense issues were
now the top priority of the EAP. To begin with the EAP said that it was positive to the
Swedish neutrality. In 1981 in a leaflet the EAP said that the austerity policy of Thatcher
and Reagan was the greatest threat against the world peace. The EAP added that it
wanted Sweden to do research on how to create a Swedish laser defense weapon.

The 80s...

In 1982 the EAP launched a campaign against the peace movement were it said that
NATO was running the peace movement in Sweden, Kissinger and Rockefeller was off course still the main enemy and were behind the peace movement. Half a year later, in December 1982 the EAP equally self confident started a campaign against the "secret influence" of the Soviets in Sweden, and claimed that the peace movement was a Soviet creation.

The funny thing was that EAP sent letters to the Swedish Security Police twice in 1982, about the threat the peace movement was to the liberty of Sweden. One letter said that USA controlled the peace movement, the other that it was the Soviets... (!)

In 1982 the Social democrats won the election again and now the hatred EAP had against Olof Palme, the Swedish Prime Minister, was unleashed. Olof Palme, who six years earlier was a CIA-agent, was now described as a Soviet agent. The only solution was to build the SDI and to build Swedish nuclear weapons! And to ally with Reagan that now was described as a good guy, by EAP, the report writes. In leaflets published in 1984 Kissinger and Palme were described as Soviet agents.

Neutrality was now seen as treason and the EAP therefore wanted to join the NATO.

Schillerinstitutet

The international LaRouche movement founded the Schiller institute in 1984 to promote the support for NATO and to spread propaganda about the conservative view of culture that the movement has. The Schiller institute held musical concerts in Stockholm and combined music with political propaganda for the SDI and against the "rock and drug culture".

To fight the drugs and the rock music the EAP created the ADK, the anti drug coalition in 1979. They described Rolling Stones and Alice Cooper as "mass murderers" in the ADK magazine Stoppa Knarket.

Pink Floyd and Rolling Stones were described as "nazis", that wanted to "brainwash the youth" the report writes.

EAP had election campaigns in the 80s and the main enemy was Olof Palme. Palme was described as a devil in the 70s but were now (1982) described as a Swedish ayatollah! The EAP was by now seen as rightwing extremists by the other political parties in Sweden. The EAP was described by experts as "not racially anti-Semitic", as the Nazis, but still anti-Semitic!

The EAP functioned as a cult. The police met with former EAP-members when they investigated the murder of Olof Palme and got information about how the members lived and worked, and the conclusion was that the EAP was a cult. It got 369 votes in the election for parliament in 1985, and that was their best result ever.

In March 1986 the EAP was under investigation by the Police for the murder of Olof
Palme, the report writes. When witnesses that had seen the assassination of Palme were interrogated by the police, they were shown photos of the leading EAP-members, it is told. A person connected to the EAP, "33-åringen", were investigated for the assassination. March 1986 was a turbulent period for EAP. The woman who had been the chairman since the ELC was founded left Sweden and moved to USA and dropped out of EAP.

EAP lost much of its members and in 1988 they got only 114 votes. At that time the leader of the movement, LaRouche, was put in jail in USA. The organization came to use its front organization, the Schiller institute, more and more.

The report concludes that the EAP is small and insignificant "today" but can influence some politic via campaigns around minor issues...

HOW THE SECRET POLICE SURVEILLED EAP

The secret police (SÄPO) started their surveillance of EAP/ELC in 1975. There was much surveillance in 1975 – 1976 and between 1982 and 1987. In 1982 to 1987 the military intelligence (MUST) surveilled EAP too.

In the mid 70s it was the source "SAD" that provided the secret police (Here called: SÄPO) with information about ELC/EAP. SAD and SÄPO surveilled the office (reported who came and who went), went to meetings and studied the literature.

SAD reported that EAP borrowed money from individuals and from banks in 1977. Many of the loans to the individuals were never repaid, the report states and the loans to the banks were gotten rid of by the method the EAP had, it simply shut down the company that borrowed the money. SÄPO took plenty of PHOTOS of the EAP-members when they had book-tables or public forums. After 1977 the surveillance decreased.

In 1982/83 the SÄPO increased its surveillance again. This because the EAP intensified its attacks against Olof Palme, and it also became interested in military issues. SÄPO surveilled many public forums the EAP had at the time, but concluded that the public forums had a "low intellectual level"...

After 1987 the SÄPO and MUST have mainly surveilled EAP using open sources.

The SÄPO has also several times asked intelligence services and the police in other countries about information concerning the LaRouche movement, this information has come mainly from the USA.

There are no evidence that the EAP has worked for any foreign intelligence agencies, the report states. The SÄPO has tapped and recorded several phone calls by EAP members to foreign embassies, but in all cases the EAP members behave in a way that shows that they never were agents. (But they act as if their information is the most
important information the embassy can get from anywhere. As usual the EAP regarded itself as being the most important political force on this planet!

The SÄPO source SAD wrote a report in may 1975 that is interesting. It states that "the ELC clearly is financed by some big organization that uses the Labor committees worldwide to accomplish some goal. The political material the ELC uses also implies that someone aids it, and provides it with extensive information... Many believe that the ELC is run from USA, the Soviet union or China. I don’t know about that, but all three foreign powers surely could gain from the work ELC do"....

Another source, F, writes: "I DONT THINK THAT THE SOVIETS; CHINA OR USA RUNS THE ELC, I WOULD RATHER THINK THAT THE ELC GETS ITS MONEY FROM SOME ARAB COUNTRY, BUT I HAVE NO CLEAR EVIDENCES ABOUT THAT!" The report says that nothing that supports this theory can be found in the archives.

Other sources and investigators in the 70s pointed out the KGB as the source of the finances. But the report says that there are few evidence that supports this theory too! As a matter of fact, many police officers and investigators in SÄPO believed that the EPA was run by KGB for a long time, up until the 80s.... The SÄPO regarded the EAP as extreme left until 1984 when it had to regard EAP as something else, but not rightwing extremist. The SÄPO has classified EAP ever since 1984 as more of a kind of political cult, not a rightwing group.

MUST, the military intelligence, gave all defense personnel the advice not to have any contact with the EAP in the 80s and 90s. The EAP was seen as rightwing extremists, by the MUST, but not Nazis since the EAP wants to "increase the immigration to Sweden"... Some MUST investigators too shared the view that the EAP could be run by the Soviets. MUST suspected that the Czechoslovakian intelligence could be the source behind EAP because there were many Czechs in the organization in Sweden in the 80s.

In 1975 the SÄPO and MUST got information from USA which proved to them that the Europeiska Arbet-partiet, EAP, was not run by the CIA.


Last edited by European; 05-18-2009 at 09:09 AM. Reason: Europeiska Arbetpartiet
NOTE TWO: THE FOLLOWING IS A DISCUSSION OF THE MYSTERIOUS E TO L MEMO DISCUSSED IN DENNIS KING’S BOOK LYNDON LAROUCHE AND THE NEW AMERICAN FASCISM. HERE IS THE FULL TEXT OF ONE OF THE E TO L MEMOS.

The "E to L Memo"

FOR THE ARCHIVES

One of the most interesting sections of Dennis King’s book Lyndon LaRouche and the New American Fascism involves his discussion of potential “spook” contacts with LaRouche’s Security Staff on pages 201-02. However until now, the actual content of one such “E to L memo” has never appeared in electronic form. Below is a transcription of an October 1981 exchange which I have only changed by fixing some obvious typos and adding one or two grammatical punctuation marks when needed.

Curiously “E” is advocating the NCLC adopt a more favorable policy towards closer US engagement with Libya and away from the waves of polemical attacks emanating from the new Reagan Administration and Al Haig’s State Department in particular. “E” obviously wants the LC to use its propaganda networks to encourage a closer American link with Libya and against critics of the policy. The memo also came at a time when the strange story of Ed Wilson from TF-157 and his connections to the Qaddafi regime became newspaper fodder.

More curious, however, is LaRouche’s wacky response to “E’s” request: He in effect turns him down cold. Instead, LaRouche tries to portray Qaddafi as part of a sinister British/Jesuit diabolical plot.

[Finally, on the links between Wilson and the TF-157 network – which also included Mitch WerBell – see the chapter at LaRouche Planet at http://laroucheplanet.info/pmwiki/do...NUGEN_HAND.pdf which gives an outline of some of these relationships.]

Intelmemo
From E to L
Transmitted by JB
Received Sunday, Oct 11, 1981 1600 HRS EST

At the current rate of public opinion, the attacks against Libya coming from the New York Times, the Washington Post, etc. is antagonizing Qaddafi to the point of driving him into the hands of the Soviets. This is precisely what certain elements in the Middle East desire and this is part of the conscious design and direction of the State Department, The exiling of Libyan representatives in the United States and the deterring of the Libyans from establishing direct representation with the present [Reagan – HH] administration have created a climate of paranoia around Qaddafi. This has been furthered by the rumors of assassination plots against Qaddafi to the point of virtually convincing him that the United States is out to destroy him. Given the fact that
thousands of American citizens are currently in Libya manning the oil fields, this represents a dangerous potential for a hostage situation worse than anything that occurred in Iran—in the event of either a Libya-Egypt war or some sort of military escalation in Chad or the Sudan. Our position regarding Qaddafi is quite clear. He clearly has his faults; he clearly has visited Moscow for added aid due to the cutoff of aid from the West – particularly from Great Britain, France and the USA. However, the characterization of Qaddafi as a madman is far from true: under his rule, Libya has been built up to new heights. The country is economically solvent and the Libyan oil exports to the West are still at this point vital. This is not just added revenue for the oil multis, but represents real oil provided for the needs of American citizens. It is true that this oil supply could be replaced by the Mexicans or Venezuelans, however, until such a transfer is implemented, the Libyan oil is serving a vital need of the USA. This amounts to 18% of our overall oil imports.

At this time, despite these facts, Qaddafi is being portrayed as the arch villain of the Middle East. This antagonist chain of events is intended to paint Qaddafi as the cause of all developments hostile to either Egypt or Israel. Qaddafi is painted as the arch conspirator of the Soviet Union (this despite the fact that you have amply demonstrated the fact of the role of the P-2 Lodge inside Libya and we have noted that presence and allowed it to continue for certain purposes). The fact that there are far worse Soviet surrogates involved in a far greater level of Soviet collaboration in terrorist activities in part of Africa and the East Germans have a series of far more complicit allies than Qaddafi as well. Qaddafi is rather limited at this time in the range of terrorist activities he can engage in given the level of surveillance of Libya by a range of intelligence agencies including the US, Great Britain and the Soviets. At this time, Qaddafi himself does not represent a true threat to any other nation in the region.

Therefore, the question must be asked: who benefits from these accusations and what is the basis for such a crescendo of attacks at this time? Even a former CIA director now the vice president [George H.W. Bush – HH] has declared publicly that Qaddafi would start World War III just for the sake of seeing his name in print. The answer is simple: Egypt and Israel need a war climate and need an arch villain in order to supplement the supplies of weapons that they receive from the United States. This Qaddafi card is necessary in lieu of Egypt and Israel being engaged in a conflict among themselves.

Many warnings have been delivered – first to Carter and more recently on numerous occasions to President Reagan – about the dangers inherent in the position of driving Qaddafi into the Soviet camp.

The reason for this behavior on the part of the Zionist Lobby and the controlled press in both Israel and the United States directly intersects the issue of the Rapid Deployment Force. The RDF placement in the Sinai is now being hotly contested by the Israelis who now want the RDF force placed on Israeli soil. Such a move by the US would make it impossible for the Arabs to attack Israel without forcing an immediate and direct military response from the United States. The Israeli Govt and the Israel Lobby is presently
actively pushing for the stockpiling of all RDF supplies inside Israel, as opposed to the previous plan for parts of it to be stockpiled in Egypt. The reasoning behind this Israeli push is to stabilize the region, to secure Saudi Arabia and Egypt and to secure the oil fields. In fact, the Israelis are looking to establish Israel as a secured state and to cut the domestic Israeli-produced weapon systems required for domestic security delivery and use. This would allow the Israelis to use their defense industry capacities for export and sales, thereby subsidizing the Israeli economy and helping to solve the balance of payments problems. The storage of the US weapons inside Israel is therefore not just a hedge versus the military production effect of inflation but is a central feature of the Israeli game plan for solving their balance of payments problem.

This is why the Israelis are hurriedly applying to provide the US with naval bases, air force bases and army facilities plus guarantees of a maintenance system for US equipment stationed inside Israel. Israel is angling for Egypt to get a negligible or zero cut of the RDF contract. Israel is pushing itself as the bastion of the West. The Sadat assassination and the projected destabilization of Saudi Arabia is being bandied about as proof the Arabs are incapable of securing any US support. The idea would be for the Israelis to receive the RDF supply shipments and the bases located inside Israel and then extend Camp David by having the Egyptian Army carry out joint maneuvers with the US – supplied by the Israeli located bases. The Israelis argue that the ability of Qaddafi to threaten the oil fields would be dramatically reduced if the RDF was stationed in Israel. This would allow an eight hour response time as opposed to a twenty to twenty four hour response time under present base locations.

As you can see from this, it is essential to this plan of action to keep the essential villain – Qaddafi – high on his perch.

While we agree with the importance of getting the AWACS system in place in Saudi Arabia, we point out that the Israelis are offering a counter system in which the Israelis are offering to provide the pilots, the maintenance, and a joint deployment of the surveillance force.

Israel argues that the AWACS in the hands of the Arabs would be compromised and parts would be subjected to Soviet observation, intervention and capture. It should be remembered that when the Israelis carried out their raid on the Iraqi nuclear plant, they deployed top secret US supplied confusion equipment on planes that were sent over enemy territory and were subject to potential attack by planes and by SAM missiles. This is the most sophisticated equipment that NATO would use in the event of an attack on the Soviet Union. The confusion system cost billions of dollars. Therefore, the Israeli accusation that the Saudis would compromise the AWACS is an absurdity – as nobody has compromised a system more than the Israelis have already done.

We are not saying that Qaddafi is other than dangerous. We are not claiming that he is a stabilizing force in the region. We do not disagree with the White House admonitions of Qaddafi. We are insisting that the Qaddafi issue amounts to part of a grand strategy deployed out of Israel and Egypt and that this grand strategy includes an effort to force
Qaddafi into the open arms of the Soviet Union. The idea is that the closer that Qaddafi comes into the Soviet orbit, the easier it will be to break loose added US military supplies even beyond those already promised to both Israel and Egypt.

It is obviously the case that we have been tarnished by the Terpil-Wilson-Special Forces exposes in the past and that this has led to our present precedent of silence on this issue of Libya. We are aware of the carrot and whip nature of the present situation regarding potential future advantages for Mr. Casey. These future potentials include the stopping of the naming of overseas agents, the delineation of FOIA documents allowing the CIA not to reply to press suits for release of information, the use of civilian agents, the launching of domestic operations recently proposed, the carrying out of clandestine operations without reporting fully to the full array of Congressional committees and other benefits that are still at this time classified.

That you who we greatly respect may be allowed to trumpet this strong attack on Qaddafi may result in your supplying aid to an enemy network that is most anxious for your demise – organizationally.

We are well aware of your cooperation with certain news people – including Jack Anderson [a long time press critic of Terpil-Wilson – HH]. We hope that you don't fall into the trap that has been laid generally. You could be key as an informative source for averting a US catastrophe in the region, for blocking a Soviet takeover of Libya. We are already hearing war cries of such a volume that have not been heard since the sinking of the Maine in a Cuban harbor at the end of the last century.

We were personally very sorry to hear about the car incident in West Germany [presumably a reference to the “attempted assassination” of Helga – HH]. We look forward to investigating this incident at the earliest moment that we can sit down face to face with certain contacts.

E requested that this message be personally answered by L – even if it takes as long as a week to communicate the response. Warmest personal greetings and regards.

End of Intelmemo E to L.

THE LAROUCHE RESPONSE

On 16 October 1981, LaRouche submitted this wacky response:

*Title: Intelmemo L to E*

In the follow up [to] the immediately preceding memorandum I recommended that a gridding of the following distinctions be developed.

1. Compare commitments which are only either to industrial capitalist or socialist society; but not “third way,” the latter includes not only those explicitly committed to a
“third way” but those who combine a “third way” outlook with a nominal adherence to industrial/capitalist or socialist factional positions in the East-West division.

2. Include under “third way” all Malthusian, “population policy,” one world/federalism advocates. The latter should be distinguished from the innocents who imagine out of lack of exposure to the hard core Malthusians that “one world” is simply an echo of Wendell Wilkie’s or similar ingeniousness.

3. Grid these considerations against British, Jesuit and “neo-feudalist” associations (the latter includes the Pan-European Union). Grid these against “think tanks” and against foundations and related political-action associations.


5. Grid the latter against Scottish Rite, Sufi Freemasonic networks and St. John of Jerusalem networks, to determine which freemasonry and other secret-society network-factions overlap the grid of 1, 2, 3, and 4.


7. Grid this against the OECD-Venice interlinked political elements of NATO intelligence, and the Club of Rome and IIASA [garbled transmission but I’m assuming it is the IIASA -- HH].

8. Grid 1-6, including the Bank for International Settlements with Manhattan circles and with the Washington-Manhattan overlap.

9. Put the elements of Permindex Corporation’s 1963 operations into this setting, and with the British/German liberal controlling role in bringing Adolf Hitler into power over 1928-1933: The Schacht-Hugenberg-Stresseman connections and their post-war operations employing Theodor Heuss and the Dresden Fluechtlinge: what multinational and other firms and financial interests, also volunteer enemies of me and my efforts, fall into that category?

You will largely duplicate what we already know, but you will strike spoor on a broader scale and from a different standpoint of reference than we do.

The point of such gridding is to provide a basis of reference for locating the many arms and legs of the game-masters operating at a higher level than the USA or Moscow command: game-masters whose most typical and inevitable spoor is the “third way,” that is the real adversary to be neutralized.

End of NY 647.
FACTNET POST FROM HYLOZOIC HEDGEHOG

Any Horse Sense about "Mister Ed"?

Quote:

Originally Posted by Hylozoic Hedgehog

FOR THE ARCHIVES

One of the most interesting sections of Dennis King’s book Lyndon LaRouche and the New American Fascism involves his discussion of potential “spook” contacts with LaRouche’s Security Staff on pages 201-02. However until now, the actual content of one such “E to L memo” has never appeared in electronic form. Below is a transcription of an October 1981 exchange which I have only changed by fixing some obvious typos and adding one or two grammatical punctuation marks when needed.

Since someone like borismaglev thinks that “E” was somehow Roy Frankhouser, I’m posting some excerpts from Dennis King’s book Lyndon LaRouche and the New American Fascism (201-03) on “E” and why King doesn’t believe E was Frankhouser at all. In fact, it seems obvious that when Goldstein in the late 1970s got his phone calls from “Down the Way,” he obviously knew he was talking to someone who was not Roy Frankhouser.

In short, the actual identity of “E” remains a mystery. Apparently the NCLC thought “E” was a former high official in the CIA fired by Admiral Turner but that gentleman, E. H. Knoche, strenuously denied having ANY connection at all to the NCLC.

From King:

“Roy’s (Frankhouser] role as the cutout for Mister Ed became the centerpiece of his dealings with the LaRouchians. . . . Roy said that Mister Ed would be requesting reports from LaRouche on various questions, which would be transmitted to the highest levels of the CIA and the White House. . . . Someone claiming to be Mister Ed also began to communicate directly with Paul Goldstein. Former NCLC members [including me – HH] recall him rushing out of the office on West 58th Street in Manhattan to answer the celestial ring at a street telephone.

“The identity of Mister Ed became a subject of endless speculation. Defectors from the security staff stated in a report prepared in 1979 for The New York Times that they believed he was former CIA deputy director E. Henry Knoche, whose 1977 firing by Admiral Turner had been denounced by LaRouche. The LaRouche leadership also claimed that Knoche was Mister Ed in 1987 court documents. Knoche in a 1988 telephone interview denied ever meeting Roy or LaRouche or anyone else that he was aware had any connections to them. “If I thought I was ever duped into dealing with those people, I’d commit hara-kiri on the front porch,” he said. Referring to LaRouche’s trial, he added: “I hope they nail him.”
“Among journalists, Mister Ed became one of those unsolved puzzles – something like the tramps on the grassy knoll in Dallas. . . . Some cynics theorized that Mister Ed was simply Roy. But the E to L memos, although anti-Zionist and extremely right-wing [I have only read the one memo I posted on FactNet which didn’t strike me as terribly anti-Zionist or ultra right-wing but, again, this is the only one I have seen – HH], displayed a conceptual grasp of international politics beyond anything Roy would have written on his own. This anomaly was explained, at least in part, by former associates of Roy who testified in court that the memos had been plagiarized from defense and foreign policy journals. [Of course to do such a good job at plagiarizing would mean that Frankhouser had the intelligence to repeatedly fake plausible foreign policy arguments as set forth in the “E to L” memo – HH.] Nevertheless, Roy claimed there were a number of people – fifteen of them – who used the Mister Ed channel. . . . For years Roy’s personal prestige with the LaRouchians was tied to his role as Mister Ed’s messenger boy. If the LaRouchians wanted to talk directly with a real spook, they went to someone like WerBell.”

King then argues that Frankhouser really made his move as a forger and “security guru” only in 1982 when he was brought to Sutton Place “merely to provide backup security under his code name ‘Clay.’” This was when he put together a hoax based on access to a non-existent source called “The Source” appropriately enough.

But all these developments came about well AFTER the “E to L” memos according to King’s book.

Quote:

Originally Posted by scrimscrawll
Speaking of Carto and his networks, how about Victor Marchetti as "E"? As I recall, he was publishing the Zionist Watch newsletter under Carto's wing somewhere around this time. Maybe he was just able to recycle material from the newsletter to LHL or vice versa.

As for LHL's response, it seems a fine explication of "connecto" at work.

You are totally right about Marchetti, who was also the "Middle East editor" for CODE and co-edited Zionist Watch with Mark Lane.

One problem with figuring out the "E to L" memos is that I have only seen the one I electronically translated. Maybe if we had a larger sample beyond the summary in the LaRouche affidavit, we could get closer to understanding the way the stuff was written and possible authorship. But Marchetti would have to be someone high up on the list of suspects.
NOTE THREE – ANTISEMITISM IN THE SOVIET UNION

FROM RUBIK’S CUBE TO MATRYOSHKA DOLL . . . BECAUSE EVERYBODY LIKES A PUZZLE

Out from its long slumber in the dust bin of history comes part of our “Communists without Swastikas or Regularly Working Elevators” file:

In its 11 November 1978 issue, The New Republic ran an article by Robert Herr about an evening lecture he attended at Moscow State University, Soviet Russia’s top school. The talk (entitled “The Pre-Election Campaign in the USA”) was presented not by a specialist from The Institute of the USA and Canada but by someone whom Herr describes as “an informed amateur, an editor of the journal Man and Law, who has written a few books on international affairs.” A large audience filled the hall, mostly students but its ranks also included “many middle-aged men and women as well.”

And this is some of what they heard: The Zionists were responsible for killing President Kennedy; the Zionists were also behind all the key conspiracies in the United States. The Zionists also controlled Nixon and put him into power but then they watergated him later on: “As proof of this, the lecturer presented the following series of facts: Henry Kissinger suggested to the President that he begin spying on Democrats in the Watergate; the Zionists controlled press hounded Nixon out of office; Nixon obediently maintained silence for the first years out of office, but now has recovered himself to the point that he can offer criticism of Carter; yet Nixon is quiet on the power of the Zionists to determine U.S. policy. Can this be a coincidence?”

The audience “seemed pleased with this depiction of conspiracy and Zionism behind American politics. . . . The first question, instead of addressing the elections in the U.S., asked about the role of Zionists in the assassination of Aldo Moro [who was killed in May 1978]. The lecturer admitted he still didn’t know all the details [presumably he was still out drinking when Webster called] but felt certain that Kissinger (“and also the Masons, they are important too”) played a role in the assassination. Then a question about two Soviet diplomats arrested in New Jersey – the lecturer knew they fell victim to American provocation. And so it went on, still more questions about Zionists and conspiracies, still more replies about Jews, Maoists and even Masons.” The lecturer also boasted: “I myself co-authored a book recently on the Zionist falsification of the history of the Second World War, and among other things I unmasked the Zionist myth of the six million victims.”

(In the 22 August 1978 issue of New Solidarity, LaRouche first went public with this whopper: While talking to a “Zionist friend,” he tastefully opined: “Granted, the Nazis did not kill six million Jews, but they did kill upwards of a million and a half.” Anyway, “Whether Hitler killed one and a half million Jews or more, which he did, or six million Jews which he did not, really makes little difference . . . “ Or at least little difference to him.)
Apparently Denial really isn’t just a river in Egypt.

One month before this lecture at Moscow State University, we turn to the 3 October 1978 issue of *New Solidarity*. Here we find a report that in mid-September 1978 the Soviet youth daily *Komsomolskaya Pravda* ran an expose linking Zionism to Masonry. It further stated that both groups use the same subversive tactics. In the same issue we find a LaRouche ramble about how – among other things -- the Zionists killed Jimmy Hoffa.

In a 21 November 1978 *New Solidarity* LaRouche article -- which appeared shortly after the Moscow University speech -- we read more about those two alleged Soviet spies whose plight tugged heartstrings in Moscow.

Some background first: In late May 1978, two Soviet nationals, Valdik Enger (Assistant to the Under Secretary General of the UN) and Rudolf Chernyayev (UN Personnel officer) were arrested in an espionage sting in New Jersey while trying to buy classified information on antisubmarine warfare from a man whom they mistakenly thought was a cash-starved US Navy Officer and thus the kind of capitalist crook they could trust. A third Russian named Vladimir Zinyakin was picked up as well but he had to be released as he had diplomatic immunity as a member of the Soviet Mission to the UN. On 30 October 1978 the two remaining Russians were sentenced to 50 years in jail. In April 1979 they were exchanged for five Soviet dissidents.

Now lets turn to the Wordy One’s *New Solidarity* opus to discover what really happened: “According to authoritative Atlantic intelligence community sources, the arrest and conviction of the two Soviet UN employees charged with espionage in the New Jersey case ‘smells to high heaven.’ Every indication is that they were not guilty in fact.” [In fact they were caught red-handed after a months’ long sting operation.]

LaRouche continues: “According to intelligence sources [a cash-starved Sour Kraut named Roy?], the two Soviet personalities [hopefully with matching corporeal bodies] were also functioning as conduits for high-level elements of the U.S. intelligence community. One of their major functions those personalities had performed prior to their arrest was the transmission of USLP materials pre-packaged by elements of the U.S. intelligence community, as part of existing courtesy arrangements between the Soviets and the U.S. intelligence services.” [Translation: The Soviet UN Mission’ sub to *EIR* was only made possible thanks to the witting collaboration of the U.S. Postal System which, let’s not forget, is run by a General.]

We continue: “From early in 1977 until the arrest of these two, they had been under heavy surveillance by the FBI’s Division Five [n.b., the same agency that killed JFK for the Zionists] and ONI [ditto], and were fully aware of such surveillance. This surveillance was conducted on the nominal [as opposed to the phenomenal] direction of Zbigniew Brzezinski, who was determined to secure pretexts for closing down all courtesy channels between the Soviet and U.S. intelligence services. [One such “courtesy” the Russians dearly hoped would be channeled was “material related to underwater
acoustics, submarine detection systems, helicopter system and other secret matters” to quote the New York Times."

Still we continue: “Both were, according to reports, highly trained persons [as opposed to highly untrained persons], and therefore would not, under any circumstances [except the one that actually happened], have put themselves knowingly into a position of receiving unlawful information [the very definition of espionage, BTW, but why quibble?] of the sort classifiable as espionage.”

It is now time for cloak to bid adieu to dagger.

Still, how empowering to see New Solidarity’s views echoed in the lecture halls of Moscow State University and vice versa -- great minds really do think alike.

**FACTNET POST ON RUSSIA BY CHATOR**

**reply to shadok**

*Quote:*

Originally Posted by shadok 🔄

The “Unity Now!” strategy is a perfect example (and demonstration) of the "neither left nor right" strategy of historical fascism (rightly identified in 1972 in NS!) Mussolini’s "turn to the right" never signified a rejection of his socialist roots! Historically, Fascism, be it Italian or German, was an attempt to unite "socialism" and "nationalism", the "glue" being the hatred of a common enemy (communism, liberalism, Jews...). Lar obviously tried that with Rocky in the first place, but anti-Semitism (as in the past) and antizionism seemed to be a better option.

This is why larouche wrote in 1977: Rocky (Nelson) was then replaced by Kissinger, the Jew:

In ca 1980 we then published the pamphlet "Creating a Republican Labor Party" explicitly showing our strategy for a "socialist/nationalist" alliance/unity... Larouche's hopeful road to power.

There is an interesting angle to this that i think proves the point just a little too well. Arguably, up until just recently, the most influential or prominent LaRouche follower was Sergei Glazyev, a Russian politician and economist. He was originally a member of the Communist Party of the Russian Federation, then moved into the Rodina Party. Here are descriptions of these parties from Wikipedia:

The Communist Party of the Russian Federation (Russian: Коммунистическая партия Российской Федерации; KPRF; Kommunisticheskaya Partiya Rossiskoy Federatsii; KPRF) is a Russian political party. It is sometimes seen as a successor to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) and the Bolshevik Party. The party has emphasized its uniquely Russian character and it has consistently invoked Russian patriotism and nationalism in addition to the official Marxism-Leninism of the CPSU.[1]
Unlike the CPSU after 1956, the CPRF celebrates the rule of Joseph Stalin.

Rodina or Motherland-National Patriotic Union (Rodina - Narodno-Patrioticheskiy Soyuz, Партія "РОДИНА") is one of the four parties that controled seats in the Russian legislature in 2003-2007. It is a coalition of 30 nationalist and left-wing groups that was established by Dmitry Rogozin, Sergey Glazyev, Sergey Baburin, Viktor Gerashchenko, Georgy Shpak, Valentin Varennikov and others in August 2003. The party's ideology combines socialist and nationalist ideas.

*Last edited by chator; 02-16-2009 at 05:48 PM.*